
May 10, 2012
Has anyone here tried, what I have termed the “Foreplanning View” of God and the Future. From
Biblical/Theological studies, it anchoringly involves, as Isa 46:9-11 accurately states, that: (1)
God declares (not “knows”) what His plans of the (actually non-existent) future will be and then
sets out to find anyone on the earth who he can call (=elect-ion) and work with by placing them
on a pertinent path (=predetermination) in order to fully bring that plan (if those chosen “choice
ones” remain faithful to Him and His all-wise plan. See much more on this Theological View on
this issue in the following blog post appropriately named “God All Mighty” as the guarantee that
God will surely accomplish what He said will happen in th future, even if from the very
beginning and speaking of the very end, is that He indeed is, even (if absolutely necessary)
Sovereignly, All Powerful!!

Blog post: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html

God Bless!

May 10, 2012

Jon Sellers
Your summary makes a lot of sense. I will have to read the whole article to see what how it
is argued. Overall, I like the way this approaches God's sovereignty.

Hello Jon: This “foreplanning” view is the one that I have found to Theologically best
harmonize the various elements involved in this topic, namely: foreknowledge (Greek
understanding. ~pro-gnostinate); pre-destination (Gr. ~‘pre-horizon’); election (Gr. ‘selection of
choice ones (e.g., Matt 22:14), etc. It is interesting to see in the Bible that God will exercise His
sovereignty to ‘force things to happen as he planned them, only as a last resort, even if, as in the
case with persistently rebellious OT Israel, not doing so would then come to involve long delays
in His plans.

Thursday at 4:42pm
William Lance Huget
I wonder if it has some Molinistic elements.

William: As the Molinists view is that: ‘in addition to knowing everything that does or will
happen, God also knows what His creature would freely choose if placed in any
circumstance’ my view is not at all related to that view. Specifically: 

(1) I understand that God knows everything that present, as well as, of course everything that has
happened, which I see to be different from the Molinists’ view that seems to synonymously say
that God knew everything does happen as well as what will happen.

(2) Based on passage like Gen 22:12; Deut 8:2; 13:1-3; Isa 5:2b, 4b, 7b; Jer 17:9-10; 2 Chr
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32:31, I do not see that “God also knows what His creature would freely choose if placed in
any circumstance”. This has to be concretely ascertained through genuine/candid provings
and/or tangible self-demonstrations (by humans).

May 10, 2012
Thursday at 7:35pm
W Scott Taylor 

Hello Ronald! I agree that your posts here are well stated and do entrain the 'Molinist'
(that's becoming a broader and broader term these days) baggage that has marred the
presentation of some. Good work and very clear writing.

Thanks W Scott for the comment. From what I see about the Molinist view, I do not see the
Foreplanning View ever “intersecting” (or “entraining” as you put it) with it, mainly because the
Molinist view involves God knowing as a certainty “what His creature would freely choose if
placed in any circumstance”. The Foreplanning View does not ever involve God knowing this
as a fact but merely as a (likely, when applicable) possibility. Virtually all applicable Biblical
episodes have been tested with this understanding and have proven it to perfectly and
satisfactorily harmonize with it. Furthermore, take this tenet of Molinism:

“Agent A, when placed in circumstance C, will freely choose option X over option Y”

simply said here... what if Agent A actually does not want to first be placed in circumstance C.
Indeed just crunching the scenarios in Molinism, at some point, whether earlier or later, God will
have to force at least one, if not several people to do His will so that he could ever get to the
option X or Y situation. 

In the Foreplanning View, if God wants to get to those final options, He would set out His plan
to do so/get there before Agent A at whatever time before He sees it is necessary (E.g., Calling
Abraham out of Ur some ca. 45 years before (Gen 12:1) he would chose to obey and genuinely
endeavor to offer up the then ca. 20-year-old Isaac (Gen 22);  -let alone for Abraham’s
descendant to later take possession of Canaan just as God had promised He would do with them
to Abraham some 500 years before (Gen 12:2; 15:7, 16-21). Under the Molinist View God would
have to know several interim free will decisions by many people to get to either the choice of
Abraham in Gen 22:12 or the later acceptable, ultimate conformity of Israel after 38 years of
wandering under punishment in the wilderness. In the Foreplanning View, God literally chooses
to “roll with the punches” and variously intervenes and works to still have his priorly stated plan,
(eventually) carried out, in this case with a 30 year delay (Gen 15:13 vs. Exod 12:40 -caused by
Moses’s wrongful action (Exod 2:11-15; 23)) and the 38 more years of delay because of Israel’s
rebellion (Num 14:20-24) 

All this to say and show that I don’t see that these two views ever ideologically coincide.
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May 11, 2012

Ronald, I appreciate the clear headed ability to think through presuppositions to their
logical conclusions. I fully agree with your thoughts. 

This aspect of Open Theism has been the subject of some charged discussion over the last
few months. But before I identify germane particulars I'd like to point out that I and others
have been affirming that Molinism in any of it's forms (and they are transforming with
usage) can not be true as it contravenes First Truths. One being the Incipiency of the Will.
The assumption of only bi-valent choices is inert. Novelty, or conversly, the dread of
intellectual monotony is understood as a referent to the same in Deity. Therefore, God must
Himself be capable of NEW thoughts and purposes. 

Where the line 'of closest approact' between what you are describing as Molinism has
shown that the line curves somewhat. What constitutes Molinism and derivatives is not an
iron clad definition among Open Theists. 

But to the final point, that is, the recent tensions in definitons has been precipitated by Dr.
Greogory Boyd's "Infinite Wise Chess Master" paradigm. Personally, I think it fastens on
God an ability He neither wants or needs. 

Nevertheless, I hope it isn't difficult to determine where the new line of tension exists.
Welcome to the Group!

Thanks W Scott for the welcome. So much time is indeed saved by getting right to the inevitable
issues/conclusions of an advanced philosophy. And relatedly, that is why, on this Theological
topic, I have concretely found that there comes to be no need to delve into philosophical analyses
when it is the Bible, as naturally due, which is the only source and final arbitrator of what is
known/knowable about God. I however do see the reason why philosophical arguments are
typically used in this discussion, and really, that is only because most people think that (1) the
future exists and (2) that (as readily assumed from prophetic fulfilment) God knows some if not
all aspects of it. However through studying out the Foreplanning View which ultimately squarely
depends on God’s Omnipotent power, (as Isa 48:3-5, 11 clearly stipulates when the prophesied
time comes for something to occur, God then acts to accomplish it) -yet only if His Omniscient
plan would have been hindered by the failure of a depended upon human or group of people, I
have seen that these assumptions are not really the, respectively, (1) realistic nor (2) needed, case.
As I see it, (1) the future does not exist and (2) God would not even have to know any part of it
to ensure that His plans be carried out just as He had “declared” that they would, and again, if
necessary, if that is what He had opted to Sovereignly do.

I am not sure if you are still claiming that my Foreplanning View is some kind of derivative of
Molinism, but I really can’t see how this would/could be the case. So, if applicable, do
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specifically point out where and how you would be thinking/seeing this with my View (as I am
defining it).

In regards to Boyd’s Chess Master analogy, I also ascribe to such a view, and that mainly in
regards to the fulfillement of Bible prophecy. Since God states that it is Bible Prophecy (over
28% of the Bible) which reveals that He is God (see e.g, Isa 46:9-11), then it stands as most
likely that Satan would pointedly seek to undermine that “proof” of God, and that by seeking to
completely foil the fulfilment of prophecies. And thus, just like in a chess match, a player then
cannot ignore any move of his opponent, (at least not for too long, usually no more than 1 or 2
moves), or that may result in him losing the match. And so Satan must seek to find a way to
counter and obstruct especially every prophetically significant statement and action of God. And
he usually does so by getting a person who God depends on for a fulfilment to fail. And as
inherent to Bible prophecy, those actions are most crucial to the development of God’s
redemptive purposes. And also as in a chess match, inherent to a winning strategy, is to move in
order to force your opponent to make a move which may immediately or ultimately be to your
advantage, even if you may lose some pieces in the process, and it is usually this sacrificial loss
of pieces that really fool your opponent into thinking that responding as you actually do want him
to, is really the best for them. And in many instances, your opponent is forced to make that
expected move because he is indeed cornered and has no other choice. And so God and Satan are
thus exchanging major intellectual and cosmic moves as God is trying to move to His ultimate
and glorious triumph over Evil as prophesied in Revelation, and Satan, who actually long knows
since the Cross, that he cannot actually win, but simply cause as much “pieces casualties” as
possible is reacting to counteract every advancing move of God. So this is how I see that the
Chess Master analogy does apply.

Again, if applicable, do point out where you may think that my Foreplanning View is related to
Molinism.

May 11, 2012

Friday at 11:31am
W Scott Taylor
Hmmm, I see I need to make a correction. 

I agree that your posts here are well stated and do [NOT] entrain the 'Molinist' baggage
that has marred the presentation of some. Good work and very clear writing.

Okay. That “[NOT]” correction clarifies that apparent misunderstanding! Thanks for the support.
It is quite important and beneficial, especially apologetically/evangelism-wise, to get this
Theological view right, and that, objectively/transparently so!

W Scott Taylor
Friday at 11:34am
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 ?@Ronald: 
> As I see it, (1) the future does not exist and 
> (2) God would not even have to know any part of 
> it to ensure that His plans be carried out just 
> as He had “declared” that they would, and again, 
> if necessary, if that is what He had opted to 
> Sovereignly do.

I'm in agreement here, but when you assert the ICM paradigm, that folds back over your
stated truism above.

As I see, it in regards to the “Infinitely Wise Chess Master (ICM)” paradigm, it is only in a
context where the future is believed to both exist, and to some extent, known by God, -thus God
knowing exactly what move that Satan will take to try to counter him, that then it (i.e., the ICM
analogy) would be in contradiction to a view that ‘the future neither exists, and thus is not known
at all’. Indeed it is really in the context that the future has yet to exist in any way that the ICM
paradigm becomes valid, because then it is actually a fair/real, and also, either-way consequential,
“match”.

May 11, 2012
Friday at 2:58pm
W Scott Taylor

Ronald, glad we're making headway. There are some thoughts I have about the last section
of you last post. For me it does not follow that the ICM has any usefulness for either
theodocy, or theology. I'll say more later. Good work!

I’ll await your comments W Scott, but, as a perhaps helpful emphasis, as I stated in my
explanation earlier, I pointedly see that the ICM scenario is merely implicated in prophetic
developments. So it may not have express theodicy implications, however since, as e.g., Isa
41:21-26; 44:6, 7b-8; 42:8-9 show, the very existence of God as well as His omnipotent power
are most closely ascertained through the pointed fulfilment of His prophecies (+28% in/of His
Word), and since such a (re-)assuring demonstration can help someone get through very
tough/trying times, then that is how I see that both, respectively, theology and theodicy are, at the
very least, indirectly aided by the ‘prophetic ICM’ understanding as it shows that (1) God is
indeed existent and (2) closely/attentively present, having such unmatchable power to bring about
(even if solely ultimate) victory. (Rom 8:28 - ‘God causes all things to work together...’)

Also glad we’re making headway. That makes such discussions profitable and worthwhile.

May 12, 2012

W Scott Taylor 
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Ronald, it is good to see people who are contending for clarity theologically have a
underlying ethos the practical concerncs of humanity. We have too many demonstrations
from history of man's ability to reason without passion. 

The passages that you cited are calculated to produce confidence in the Purposes of God,
that they are wise, benevolent, and they will take place. These are His imprimatures.

In my view, these passages still fall withing the context of the future not being there, as if
that were possible, and that God is giving His own evidence of His abiliy to make that
which is possible, in the context of free will. One need not think any further than that to do
honor to the declarations and gain the benefit of encouragement. How much God has
reasoned out before hand is of not concequence to the understanding. One the face of them,
their import is clearly apprehended. That is, God makes the future happen when it arrives.

Well Scott, I must say that after presenting/sharing this view with several people (indeed through
my blog post), it is quite refreshing to find someone who comprehensively gets it. As you
recognize the key is in letting God speak for Himself just as He (exegetically) has.... nothing
more....nothing less. Indeed that is the only clear and even tangible proof that one can produce for
this theological aspect of God.

As you rightly commented, understanding that the future just cannot realistically “exist” (i.e., in
the only actual sense of that word) is also key here.

And as you say also, this revelation is indeed practically purposeful. In fact, I see it all quite
necessary because the confidence in God and His plans/prophecies/promises all leads to one
having faith in Him, and that is actually the key that unlocks the realization of those “promisory”
declarations where God can then act as powerfully (i.e., “super-naturally”) as needed to
accomplish something (cf. Matt 13:58|Mark 6:5).

And through this faith-responding way the Devil cannot say that God is acting unfairly because,
just like it was through Eve’s “faith” in him that sin entered our world, it is through faith in God
that God can then take whatever action is necessary, even miraculous, to take another step in
defeating that sin problem.

May 13, 2012

Ronald, this is indeed along the lines of what I believe. God knows the future, in so far as
the parts He has planned. This doesn't really set me apart from the Calvinist in that I have
known many Calvinists who believe God has meticulously planned every detail of
everything (“not a maverick molecule” says R. C. Sproul). So foreknowledge for both
group can be based on what He has planned, and not some vision of the future set before
Him. 
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Where I disagree is with constraints on God for meticulous foreknowledge. I do so for
several reasons. Firstly, God down-plays knowledge, even His own, as compared to His
other attributes ( 1 Cor. 13:2; Eph 3:19) even though man lists it as one of the big 3 --
speaking of the “omnis”. Secondly, modern Reformed evangelists typically will largely
overplay the role of prophecy making us unable to admit when God has forced a connection
(Matt 2:13-14; Matt 26:15) that was more present observance of something that worked
out, rather than any modern understanding of prophecy. Thus we see prophecy with finite
details, but often, if these things hadn’t happened, no one would stand up and say “Jesus
failed to fulfill this prophecy!” Instead God seems to show His cleverness by showing
history returning to itself. Lastly, I find the supposed necessity of meticulous planning
completely unneeded for a God that is too powerful for anything in heaven or earth to stop
anyway. While passages that use phrase “all things” (Eph 1:11; Rom 8:28) typically are put
forth to show God needs complete control, to me I see something that seems to be indicating
an “all things” referring to the things God does work out, not necessarily that every
temptation or sin comes from the labors of God.

Hello Brian. I just noticed your comment post. Glad to see that also do agree. Just a few
comments:

I understand exactly what you mean about ‘God knowing the planned future’ yet I think, given
this manifest view of yours, you may also see a significant difference in saying: “God knows His
plans for the future” vs. “God knows the future....” I emphasize this because if something does
not concretely exist (i.e., the future) then it really/logically cannot itself be “known”. Only the
abstract conception of it (i.e., its plannings) can be “known”.

I also do not believe in ‘meticulous planning’ for, as I see it, if that was the case, the Bible would
never (truthfully/candidly/genuinely/honestly), ever be depicting God as being upset that ‘one of
his optionable plans did not work out’. As you say, God really only focuses on His major
plans/moves, and indeed, with all the power He has, He really does not have to do much in
advance to implement them, though, in Job 38:22-23, he reveals to Job that He has a
“storehouse” (a.k.a. stockpile) of hailstone WMDs (=Ezek 13:13; Rev 16:21) (As I understand it,
manifestly God does not want to be caught in a responsive/intervening non-prepared condition
(i.e., to form and sufficiently amass those covertly natural implements (vs. divinely-revealing
supernatural ones), and that, mercifully so, because then He then may moreover have to resort to
much more destructive implements (such as the rain of brimstones (Gen 19:24-25) which rained
on the city/ies of/around Sodom, -with those brimstones probably gathered by destroying angels
from the sulfuric volcanic moon of Jupiter.).

As you say, and as mentioned and numerically detailed on my blog post, God does indeed
consider more, in His revelation to man, His ‘Power-involving’ name(s) and not anything having
to do with omniscience, as indeed popularly assumed. (cont’d)

@Brian Cross (cont’d)
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It is precisely in regards to God using various compelling manifestations (i.e., angels, voices,
apparitions, such as e.g., with stubborn Balaam (Num 22:22-31ff), misguided Paul (Acts 9:3-6ff),
(also pagan King Cyrus being explicitly named in prophecy (Isa 45:1), as I understand it, by
“Deutero-Isaiah” (Isa 40-55), up to 60 years before his Babylonia-Captivity ending edict), as
instances of God sovereignly using quite sufficiently efficient compellation, to get His will/plans
done. Really no one naturally then dares to refuse to heed God’s will then. Even Pharaoh would
have capitulated by at least the 6  plague if God had not then intervened to harden his heart justth

as He had said he would purposely do. So I see it that God has yet to go to a point where He
“androidly” i.e., “overmasteringly” forces someone to do His will. His, as you say, “ways of
connecting”, are quite sufficient.

In regards to the 30 pieces of silver mentioned in Matt 26:15, which many to “prove” a
knowledge of the future, it actually did not take any “specific knowledge” of the future to know
that this would most likely be the price, because, that was, by Law, the lowest price that someone
could pay as compensation for another person, i.e., a slave (Exod 21:32). So with the Jewish
leaders vexatiously thinking so lowly of Jesus (cf. John 8:41), a vexatious disdain that was
expectantly reflected in the Zech 11:10-12 prophecy, then that is indeed the very least that they
would have (indeed legally could have) valued Jesus and His ministry work amongst them, and
also when seeking to literally obtain, through Judas’ betrayal, the “possession rights” over him in
order to put him to death.

Also along the lines of what you are saying in regards to God not having to “plan everything”, I
see that He is actually working from a chief template of Righteousness (i.e., right-doing), and so
all He really needs to be concerned about is, in any arising and/or fore-envisioned situation,
always endeavoring to do the right/just thing. And thus He comes to naturally and surely
undermine unrighteous ways of Satan and his followers, and evenif it requires a supernatural
intervention, which in such cases is always then pointedly the judiciously “just thing” to do.

Glad to see that you, and perhaps also others share this view! I think that Open Theism would be
more readily acceptable if it emphasized such more Biblically precise points for its theological
view.

May 13, 2012
20:57
W Scott Taylor 
?@Ronald: A quick question: Has God given sufficent cause for our future trust already?
And if so, doesn't that obviate a need for a hermenutic on His methaphysical nature as
demonstrated in the 'mechancis' of how he Might fulfill future prophecy.?

Interesting question Scott. On one hand, it could be validly argued that with every new generation
of believers in Him, God has to somehow how, once again, “prove”/demonstrate that He not only
exists, but that He is indeed/still “All Mighty”. That was certainly the case with Biblical
generations, as e.g., seen with Gideon honest lament when suddenly faced with the large
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Midianite army (Judges 6:11-18-24; 36-40). It is really amazing that Gideon, just a few
generations from, indeed those great miracles that he cited, was quite obviously in great doubt.
And that is manifestly because of the formidable and life threatening obstacle that he was up
against. So, in the signs that Gideon dared asked to see, particularly with the specific and non-
natural fleece signs, even after the many signs and demonstrations of God power, as Gideon
fearfully knew (vs. 39a), he clearly wanted a tangible, representative demonstration of “how”
God could and would give him victory. And God clearly (e.g., unlike with still doubting/non-
trusting Moses (Exod 4:14ff)) did not mind to help restore and establish his faith.

In our day, if/when we are faced with similar overwhelming odd, I think we then like e.g., Moses
and Gideon want a concrete and new (“live”) demonstration that, at the very least, God will
indeed back us as we go forward for Him.

I also do not see this, nor also an ICM paradigm, as a indication of how God might fulfill future
prophecy, because the situation which will then have to be overcome, including, as with Gideon
army of eventually only 300 vs. hundreds of thousands, how many people God will then be able
to work with to, as naturally as possible, accomplish these prophecies, (so as to not compel faith
from “carnally minded” non-believers), is not actually yet known and may suddenly shift at the
very last moment. The related ICM understanding here, at the very least, assures only that God
will surely win....even if he has to supernaturally prevent his Chief opponent Satan from freely
making a move. And this overmastering of the Devil would only be necessary, and justly
applicable in situations when the Devil and/or his “pawns” resort(s) to lawless actions. The ICM
paradigm itself only illustratingly represent the independent fact that God’s every acts are being
either directly or indirectly countered by the Devil, who surely is not going to roll over and let
God win, nor give Him an easy/simple/cooperating opposition, but it is not a definite outline of a
plan.

Each of these "matches" (=prophecy/prophetic scenarios) is an entirely different game in
themselves, with the opponents countering moves still unknown. so no two match may ever be
exactly alike, however several moves may be similarly attempted/executed, butit seems to me
from the Bible that Satan tries to avoid using the same (already defeated) move twice unless it
would bring a momentary/partial "damaging" gain. So ultimately one has to fully trust that God
can achieve victory against any obstacle.

So any musing into how God might fulfill a future prophecy is really only for self-reassuring
reasons, and not necessarily an attempting understanding into exactly how He “surely” will do so.
And for such “reassuring pointers”, the Bible and also Church History indeed provide great
demonstrations/reasons for trusting Him. 

May 14, 2012

Robert A. Hunter
Ronald, increasingly impressed by your presentation of the "Forthcoming View" in this
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discussion, I finally read the review of "God All Mighty" that you gave a link to in your
first post. Thanks for recommending it.

You’re welcome Robert. Glad that it is a blessing. It has always exegetically been right there in
God’s revealed word. As I see it, there is much to be gained from fully understanding it as it will
most deeply impact our everyday life, walk and experience(s) with God. -Just a slight, but
significant, correction: it is the Foreplanning View, with the key word here indeed being
“planning”, i.e. what God is/has plan/ned to do in the future (vs. what He would “know” is
“coming”.)

May 14, 2012
13:03
W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, is your middle name Barnabas? It is clear that you are desirous and well able to
give spiritual instruction and encouragement. The way you apply it ICM can have a
beneficial yield. 

You have qualified that you see ICM serving a useful purpose of encouragement for
current day Christians and as an avenue of remedial fortification. I'd say that's pretty
benign and like the ethos. Boyd on the other hand goes much further than this to actually
say that God knows every bi-valent choice that man with ever be posed with and has
constructed an option for each one of them. That, in my estimation is problematic. 

As you are something of a proponent of ICM you should be aware of how the chips lay so to
speak. In my estimation Boyd's description and affirmation of the extent of God's
metaphysical abilities are troubling. As I said before, I don't believe God needs or wants
that kind for foreknowledge, but the issue is, indeed, much more serious now. I'll tell you
why.

In the extreem application of the ICM paradigm God is said to have gone through 'all
possible moves' of a moral agent through their life and has a thought out response to each
bi-valent option he will be faced with given the character and predilections of the subject.
You see where this is going? That means if the 'subject' is of evil character and
predilections and who's mind and behavior are 'a shame and not to be mentioned,' this
forces God to initiate thinking through the pertinent or likely direction downward that the
subject will likely take. It further means that God is even now constructing bi-valent
scenarios that are so evil and wicked that 'it would be a shame to even mention them.' Now
it is one thing for God know the things that come into our minds, and that some of those
will be morally repulsive to him, as in abominable. But now it is asserted that God, to be
consistant with this aspect of ICM, must perfectly anticipate each 'either or' scenario that
would follow each successive choice and have an optimal response. It should not be to hard
to conclude that such a view posits, of necessity, that God must thing through these
perversions before the subject does. So God is imagining downwards. 
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I must say that is a frightening scenario to be positing, ostensibly for the confort and
confidence to the elect, but with the resulting deflation that the Godhead are now given to
'imagining evil' in order to keep a head of each and every subject in the moral universe!
That just seems wrong on so many levels. Does not the heart recoil at such a notion?

I'd be interested to lean you take on this aspect of the ICM paradigm and wonder if you see
a way out.

May 14, 2012
Hey Scott... Thanks for the “Encouragement!!” Really it is just the deeper that this view is
Biblically studied out, the more such “Divine Encouraging/Comforting” aspects of it naturally
come to the surface. (It clearly is not non-coincidental) that the Greek word “Encouragement
(Strongs’ #3874 - Acts 4:36) is related to the characterizing name for, and mandated function of,
the promised and sent Holy Spirit, our Comforter (#3875 - John 14:16, 26; 15:26; 16:7). Every
Biblical Truth of God is indeed for our “help”/assistance and well-being!

On one hand, in reading through your objection to the apparent inevitable end of the ICM
paradigm, I would not put it beyond God’s All Mighty power that He can compute every
potential scenario for anyone. I think it falls within the possibility realm of (and that
progressively) knowing the precise and real-time count of everyone hair on their head. I mean if a
supercomputer today, equipped with some sort of Artificial Intelligence or great processing
power can e.g., adaptingly play Jeopardy (IBM) or sift through every form of communication in
the world in search for keywords (NSA), then I actually cannot but it beyond God to, especially,
as explained below, for now, be able to envisage every thing that Satan and/or man may novelly
do to try cause His plans to fail. I think that this is all the responsible “Military Intelligence” part
of assuring the victory in a indeed freely developing war. (E.g., even the U.S. has had to
envision/imagine and defences against all kinds of diabolic evils (lab created epidemic viruses)
that an opposing army may hurl at them. (In fact a chief blame for the 9/11 failure was for the
U.S. not having imagined that terrorist could/would do this sort of attack).

This view here does not actually go against my earlier stated view, for I see that God only does
this sort of preparation only in matters that will have a prophetic impact. And He also may not be
specifically doing this, but only in general terms. I.e., if a group of people would try to do this
then this is how I’ll counter them, (indeed even long before laying down the naturalistic elements
to be able to precisely and adequately “naturally” counter that evil if/when it should be
committed) Then there self-revealingly is always Isa 45:7!! ...although I exegetically understand
“evil” there to merely mean “adversity”, thus a countering action/force. So all of this in their
ultimate defensive purpose may actually not be evil. Case in point, creating conditions for a flood
with rain falling for 960 consecutive hours and also the “waters from the deep” bursting onto the
earth surface (Gen 7:11), and thus drowningly killing millions, if not billions of people, and
variously greatly damaging and shifting this planet, may be deemed as “evil” by some, as are also
several other Acts of God in the Bible, however, as is Capital Punishment in Justice, it indeed all
falls into the blameless realm of due processed Justice. (I address this issue more deeply in the
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‘Character of God Controversy’ post in my blog.).
(cont’d)

(cont’d)
I also have another related working thesis/theological view, based on the episode with Abraham
and Sodom (Gen 18:1ff), that God the Father Himself is shielded from coming face to face with
evil, and that for Earth’s own good for sin cannot stand a chance before the full glory/face of God
(cf. Exod 33:20, 23). And so really these reckoning and then ‘executive secretarial’ tasks of
dealing with Earth’s Evils are actually delegated to Jesus Christ, even prior to His Earthly
Incarnation (cf. John 5:22). [And that is all why, as “mused” in my blog post of mine, that I
substantiatedly, exegetically see/understand/believe that Jesus was incarnated in Heaven (cf. Pro
8) from the exact same ‘inapproachable light and form/substance’ as God the Father’s (= John
1:1-3), to the more accessible form of a Mighty Angel (i.e., Michael the Archangel = “the Angel
of the Lord, the “Chief” of Angels (see e.g., Exod 3:2, 5-6 = 3:13-16; 23:20, 23; Josh 5:15; Judge
2:1;  6:11, 22-23)) which indeed, collectively is a special group of Angels who have exclusive
access into the immediate presence of God (cf. Isa 63:9; Luke 1:19), (with Seraphim (cf. Isa 6:1-
7), -which literally mean/imply “ones (subject to) burning”, having been specially outfitted
(perhaps even “hardenedly burned”), to also do so in order to represent the rest of God’s
Heavenly Being in those enclosed councils in God’s “chambers”), all the while retaining all of
the inner attributes of God. And this was all done before God the Father and God the Son agreed
to create all things, including angels/heavenly beings, so that God would also then be able to have
face to face contact with His Creation and, presciently so, also deal hands on with any adverse
development that may “freely” occur (as it indeed went on to occur).

Interestingly enough, with God being so ‘good at heart’, as the Bible repeatedly reveals, there are
many extremes of evil to which man goes to that God did not at all expect that they would. And
based on such candid accounts in the Bible, where indeed God not only is shocked, but reacts
quite angrily to the point where one could actually say that He (momentarily) then “lost it” (e.g.,
Exod 32:9-12), that God has had to (and this is were the Classical View proponents typically wail
“Abominable Heresy”) “learn” from and about the quasi-unfathomable, irrational in its self-
destruction, depravity of sinful man, and thus increasingly has had to ramp up His defensive
preparedness and warring measures against such critical, possible and/or potential future
development. [As an illustration, this is all like the U.S. Military psyche radically changed away
form quasi-naivety and innocence in the light of: the Pearl Harbor Attacks; the Criminal
Actions/Extent of Nazi Germany; the capabilities of Cold War opponents and the Great terrorism
threat since 9/11]. And so relatedly, e.g., when Moses refuses to readily believe God’s sign for
assurance, God gets upset with him (Exod 4:14), not then seeing why would Moses still be
faithless, but when Gideon does the same thing later, and even worse in terms of past
demonstrations of God, God is more patient and understanding with Him, as he now “expects”
such doubting from man. Same thing can be seen in the Golden Calf incident and the later similar
idolatrous and debauched rebellions of Israel, for by then, as compared to the first instance, God
somewhat fully expected this. 
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All this shows that our dealing with God is one that is based in reality where God even has to
adjust to man’s effectuated realities. 

So while this all may indeed be recoiling, it is just the stark cosmic reality of sin, and even God
was not stoically unaffected by it. He to is right in the midst of its tempest and is ever-striving to
get His followers to fall in line with His perfect victory plannings in order to end this thing
already!!

Again the key here is in understanding that the ICM’s “prepatory” paradigm is realistically,
pertinently limited to prophetically significant potential developments, and not necessarily every
‘single (good or bad) action of every single person’, and as a depraved state of man may have
great prophetic impact, as it came to be the case with the Antediluvians and then Sodom and
Gomorrah, then such actions likely also have to be “envisioned” by God, even perhaps only by
His “Defense Secretary/Messenger” Michael/Jesus, for the vital benefit of all those who are
instead endeavoring to live lawfully/righteously. (Yet it can still be seen that both the extent of
sinning by the, chiefly, wantonly violent Antediluvians and morally depraved and humanitarianly
callous Sodomites, both caught God by shocking surprise. (Gen 6:5-7, 13; 18:20-21; Ezek 16:49-
50))

May 14, 2012
W Scott Taylor Ronald, I'm glad you appreciated my commendation of your apparent
gifting. Encouragement is so vital to an individual and groups outlook, that as you say, the
Holy Spirit's function is properly identified as 'one called along side to help'.

Our concern is not the 'general' application that you are talking about, though you may not
have considered that the 'battle' scenarios required by 'finite minds' and their cogitations
just lose their potency when we consider that all God's metaphysical attributes are infinite.
There is noting hidden from His view, There can be no development of 'secret strategy'
under His ubiquitous eye. There can be not threat to God by force from the other side. As
in Rev. 17:17 with a thought He can control millions of people easily. 

So while your scenarios are meaningful in performing wise counterstrike measures, it does
not follow that God needs much of that. For a God who can created our word in six day's
with all the unthinkable correlations that exist, it wouldn't take long to assess each decision
live. 

My deepest concern is how the extreem ICM view reflects on the holiness and purity of
God. There are some things, such as homosexual relations, that are declared an
abomination. That is a strong word and evidences disgust and revulsion. So to do what the
extreem ICM view postulates filles the Mind of God with infinite perversions, a good
quantity of which must be though of before man does. This seems like a terrible slight to
the moral integrity of God. It is wrong on too many levels. 
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When God brought Ezekiel in vision to the Temple in Jerusalem He showed him all manner
of activity that roiled God intensely. When God told Ezekiel to dig through the wall he
discovered the high priests bowing down to bug's and such on the wall. God said, shall I not
be avenged for this?" 

AFter all, it is the kind of God we server that makes Him different from all others. He is a
God of Truth and Without Iniquity.

Scott, as you may see by the length of my latest posts, the issues which are being discussed here
are Theologically quite complex and involved. I appreciate your countering views/objections
because they do highlight the concerns that one can validly have with them. You are hitting the
issue right on the head when you raise the finite vs. infinite issue here, and that for the reason that
although, as I see it God can (sinlessly), and as I explained above, through actually Jesus Christ,
postulate and process whatever sinful thing man may do, although I see that in His
purity/truthfulness/justice, God Himself does not initiate such conceptions in His mind, but is
always, then necessarily reacting to, yet another depth of sin, that may has already sunk to, then I
do not see it as God acting sinfully, in that He is actually not the one who is “first coming up
with” such sinful scenarios. Instead, (as in the U.S. military examples I cited, which indeed
initially was so devotedly Christian-minded that they, prior to World War II, did not even have a
formidable standing army, nor a “Military Industrial Complex”), when man firstly goes to a
certain depth, then God is forced to also keep in consideration that tangibly realized depth. (See
e.g., a mild, pre-emptive example in Deut 15:9). So God may not even be “thinking ahead”, i.e.,
conceiving things that man has not at all yet conceived, however He probably is taking into
consideration all significant things which may have already been conceived and pondered in the
Heart of Man. And that actually needs to basically extend to the thought of any man, at least the
most prominent ones, for e.g., if a person who has merely entertained perverse and depraved
ideas and ideologies were ever to be elected to a public office, he may then engender a “novel”
kind of evil. And in a way, in modern, civilized days, Adolf Hitler may have been an inceptive
demonstration of that, and the then on, need of God to check the thoughts of all men who have
political aspirations, and that in order to most covertly, naturally stray them away from ever
having a chance to have political power and/or influence.

Indeed this is where it is important for God to plan as far ahead as necessary, for while He indeed
is infinite wise and powerful, especially when compared to man, and also to the sin ring leader
Satan, in order to not compel non-believers into belief, for all can only be saved by a genuine
faith in God, He must then act to implement as natural as possible countermeasures to timely
defeat any arising plans of Satan. Really if he was to cause a last minute miraculous intervention,
then people who then only believe in him “because the have seen”... and is there actually a
“blessing/reward” for such base, even “evil” belief? (Cf. John 21:29; Matt 16:4).

As it is foundational to the Open Theist View, and as you evidently understand, the things that
are not yet conceived, whether in one’s mind and/or in deed, (thus the future), are actually, and
inherently so, “hidden things” from God, even if as merely mysteries, i.e., ‘suspected/supposed,
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but not yet definitely/concretely known’. And so for something that any man, past or present, may
never have conceived in their mind, even if never tangibly expressed (= Psa 139:4), God has
actually no need to presently prepare against it, indeed because ‘no one is even thinking that way,
and so will not likely act that way. In fact, God may have purposely caused many of currently
inconceived evil ideas of man to literally drown in the flood, keeping in mind here that the
Antediluvians were relatively quite capable humans, living for close to 1000 years and probably
developing long enough to use most of their brains. And so some of the science which were are
presently discovering, they may have already long understood, and, technology wise, as almost
perfect people still, they may not have needed to invent many of the things which we greatly
depend on for everyday living. I.e., they may have had a built in supercomputer, photographic
and voluminously recalling mind. (They surely were not “cavemen). And the same mental
capabilities may have extended to the depths of sin that they may have sunk, to the point that God
both saw that it was expedient and just to destroy them all and also to limit the life of man.

(cont’d)

(cont’d)

Also in regards to the sin aspect of this “sins processing” of God, again, the dedicated role of an
Incarnated Jesus for this purpose is key here. In Gethsemane, the ever-conceived sins of man was
pressed into the psyche of Jesus to the point where He, by allowing Himself to fully inculcate, not
merely the concept of those sins, but also the guilt of them, as if He Himself had committed
them, yet He was still, Himself, sinless. So in the same way, by ever more simply, merely taking
into consideration the sins which man has already conceived of, would not make Jesus guilty, nor
stained with them. (Although, in regards to His Atoning Sacrifice, I Theologically see that the
necessity of the Atonement came to cause Christ Divine Nature to become tangibly stained with
sin, thus, it could be, and was, Sacrificed on the Cross.... which is why, as dozen of NT passages
clearly state, Jesus actually did not raise Himself, as He knew He could and manifestly expected
to (John 10:11, 17-18) (see my blog post called: “The Sacrifice of Christ”). So that is
Theologically why the Pre-Earthly-Incarnate Jesus, namely Michael, simply processing those
sinful scenarios for the non-Incarnate God the Father, did not come to stain nor damage His
Sinless Divinity, however this sin processing was much more tangible during/for the Atonement
and, as I understand Him, caused His Divinity to pay the natural price. [I don’t mean to open up
new “cans of theological worms”, but it is just that all of these issues are pertinently related here,
and I have discussed them in much greater and substantiated Biblical detail through my blog.]

Also in regard to God indeed being revolted by sin, particularly abominable sins, I actually see
that, in all of His glory, sin/sinner just does not stand a chance of surviving in His (facial)
presence (see Heb 12:29); and it actually solely for our surviving benefit that He has allowed the,
Incarnate God the Son, to deal “hands on” with sin. Indeed while Jesus was fully God while
Incarnate as a simple man on Earth, and while He was also sinless, sinner could come and
survive in His Presence.
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In fact I see that Jesus no longer having a surrounding glorious unapproachable light, starting
with His Incarnation in Heaven, tangibly was also so that the energy which produced that
outward radiance was used for the, as you cited, powerful, six day, Creation of this world, and
also other world-s (plural) (Heb 1:2; Col 1:16).

So as I see it, this view here actually contributes to the Truthfulness and Sinlessness of God,
namely, He only reckons things which He has to, for they have been already conceived by man
and by doing this He also prevent Himself from committing a sin of omission because if He
chose to willful close His mind and eyes, (even if it is Jesus here who are His effective eyes,
minds and acting hands), then how would not that be sin (cf. Ezek 33:8-9). That indeed is the
most damaging sin of a watchman/lookout not doing their job and thus causing the loss of many
who are depending on Him, particularly as He has made genuine faith the condition for salvation.
And so any last minute, powerful and demonstrative action would actually just be fully and
concretely revealing Himself to man, and then things really get complicated for if anyone then
would sin in the light of this clear knowledge of God, then He is duty bound to instantly destroy
them, and if He does not then that would really be unfair for the righteous who have had to
endure various trials because of their faith. Furthermore, if those sinners, now incontrovertibly
seeing that there indeed a God in Heaven and, just because of that choose to have faith in Him,
then can/would God actually save them? And while He may have to, like the mixed multitude
from Egyptians who joined the Israelites prior to the Exodus, God, who actually cannot force
someone to develop proper Christian Character, would then have on His hands, a bunch of people
who actually do not really believe in Him and would again come in danger of having sinners who
could live forever (Gen 3:22-24). And yet furthermore, as such sinners would then be instantly
destroyed if they should follow their still present base dispositions and sin in God’s
presence/New World, then either this New World/Age would be filled with many capital
punishment sessions, or people would do the thing that a God of love just loathes, and that is
having people serve Him only out of fear and not out of love. That certainly is not conducive to a
healthy relationship and is just not worthwhile. And so, to avoid all of this, it seems clear to me
that God does the, if actually applicable, “necessary evil” of taking into full consideration, in
advance, the conceived sinful ideas of man so that He can amply prepare to most naturally
undermine and defeat them, indeed like a well executed spy agency operation almost everyone
thinks/believes it was just e.g., a freak accident, food poisoning or a student/youth-led political
revolt while it all was the carefully crafted plot of a foreign government. God indeed does this
because it really only is genuine faith, which leads one to freely and loving order their
life/character to comply with God’s will and ideal, which will have any lasting results in His
world made new...if we are then to still truly be fully free including, ideally, free from rightly
acting merely because of fear and compellation. Who wants that, either way, in/for a valued
relationship??

May 14, 2012
@Scott: I forgot this in regards to your commnent:

>As in Rev. 17:17 with a thought He can control millions of people easily. 
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I actually see it as significant that God has acted on man’s “heart” here and not on their “mind”.
As I understand it, those aspects which are involved in a relationship, are distinct (see e.g., Luke
10:27). Namely and orderly: 

-the “mind” involves one’s thoughts;
-the “psyche” (a.k.a soul) involves one’s character (formed from actuated thoughts = habits);
-one’s “strength” revolves around one’s resolve and will/volition (i.e., willingness to do
something)
-and, lastly, the “heart”, is reflected in literally what makes one heartbeats fluctuate, namely the
sensory emotion.

And so here for God to be acting on the hearts of men to have His ultimate plans fulfilled, He
pointed is focusing on their “emotions”. And while emotions actually still originatingly depend
on the mind/state of mind, for God to be acting of them without going through the mind, thus not
actually involving any “mind-control”, He would simply have to withhold anything that may
cause adverse emotions to ones actions. I.e., no “pain” for even wrongful deeds. And for a base
“pain or pleasure” society, as indeed seen in our world/age, who indeed do not change their
course, to do what is right until their course hearts, God can easily cause them to love their
wrongful deeds, and thus persist in them, by not duly sending correcting punishment.

So again, this all has to do with God purposefully/neededly acting as covertly as possible while
executing His key prophetic plans.

May 14, 2012

Just a slight specification on my comments above, to not seem to be ambivalent and contradicting
myself: I see that God could further postulate something that man many not actually have yet
pointedly conceived, but is naturally related to something else. Which is how God can see that a
begun behavior will lead to a more atrocious wrong course. E.g., Sodom sexual depravation may
easily lead to other types of related sexually depraved sins and lead to all kinds of wrongs, e.g.,
easily transmitted STD and virus. Perhaps Sodom, combining bestiality and homosexuality and
also promiscuity, may have already developed aids, and just seeing how modern man is having
trouble containing this quickly and easily spreading virus, it would have indeed been tangibly
necessary to quarantine Sodom and its surrounding cities and eradicate that virus, as well as its
carriers from the earth, less the world’s then primitive population then come to prematurely
become extinct, even before God was able to effectuate Christ’s atoning/redeeming Sacrifice.

And so God may logically extend the ideological course of a inceptive sinful idea that man first
came up with (e.g., the U.S. Military conceiving all sorts of offensive/retaliatory biological
viruses and/or defensive countermeasures/antidotes for them based merely on the basic,
conceived and present fact that an army can develop and use biological weapons), and the fact
that the Bible still repeated state that God is shocked/surprise by an action of man, reveals that,
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even in His natural progressing of things, He just didn’t expect that man would do.... that!!

May 14, 2012

W Scott Taylor 
?@Ronald: I'm going to answer this last set of posts out of order. As a point of exegesis on
the word 'heart' in Revelation 17:17 I am supplying definition from Gingrich:

? ??? ?e?? ?d??e? e?? t?? ?a?d?a? a?t?? p???sa? t?? ???µ?? a?t??,

[GING] ?a?d?a? 
heart as the seat of physical life Ac 14:17. Mainly as the center and source of the whole
inner life Mt 18:35; Lk 16:15; 2 Cor 5:12; 1 Th 2:4; 1 Pt 1:22; 3:4. Of the emotions J 16:6,
22; Ro 1:24; Hb 10:22. Of the will Ac 11:23; Ro 2:5, 15; 2 Pt 2:14. ?a?d?a may sometimes
be translated mind Lk 24:25; Ac 7:23; Ro 1:21; 2 Cor 9:7, and approaches the sense
conscience 1 Jn 3:20f, ?? t? ?a?d?a to oneself Mt 24:48; Ro 10:6; Rv 18:7. Fig. ?a?d?a in
the sense interior, center Mt 12:40. [cardiac] [pg 100] 

If one does a complete study of all the words that refer to either 'heart', 'soul', 'mind', and
'spirit' it can be seen that Scripture uses these words interchangeably making a clear
demarcation of scope impossible. 

But I see no problem with God directly entering the will, or the mind to cause man to do
His Purposes relating to His salvific prophetic itinerary. No man ever knows when God has
gotten him to do a thing. Indeed how would or could we know? 

The truth is, Scripture has shown that He has done so, not only in the two ways referenced
above but in a multitude of ways. But as would be expecte, for the deed He makes someone
do He never holds them accountable for what they are not the author of.

Scott: I fully understand this “ìnterchangeability” claim however as I have seen, as indeed the
case of many original study from the definitions rendered by lexicons, when you consistently
apply the actual basic definition of a word to all of its uses, particularly when it is used in
conjunctions with others words of seemingly similar or related meanings (e.g., Luke 10:27), than
you can see its pointed meaning. In so in this case I have to disagree with Gingrich rationale here,
as, in the several passages which I have seen from what he cites, the basic understanding of “the
seat of the emotions” makes perfect and rich contextual sense. E.g., you can mentally consent that
you have forgiven someone, but “somehow” you still emotionally just can feel joyful or pleasant
when in their presence. So as Jesus says: you need to, even much more deep-seatedly,
emotionally forgive them. I.e., “from the heart”. (Matt 18:35) 

I seriously am planning, once I have gathered all of the needed resources, (mainly “human
resources”), to do both original lexical works which skips all of the typical assumptions and just
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sticks to the basic meaning, indeed much more likely, just as the original speaker intended.
Similarly the best Bible version would have only have one basic meaning translation for each
distinct Hebrew or Greek word. As several of my studies have shown much has been lost by
assuming colloquial translations. A most pertinent case in point, most have crucially assumed
that the word “declare” in Isa 46:10 should instead mean “know” (=NIV). And that really is most
foundational to the Foreknowledge of God Theology. (The NASB is probably the closest Bible
version to do this one-for-one rendering).

So in short, I see that the heart is referring to the most overtly manifested aspect of man’s
“rationality”, and that is probably why it is most commonly spoken of. In other words, it is not
actually meaning anything but the “seat of emotion” since that is the most important thing to
change if one is eventually change their mind about something for, e.g., no matter how much
someone mentally, volitionally, psychologically want to separate themselves from something or
someone, if they still “love” that thing or person and/or feel other pleasant emotions when with
them, then they’ not be able to do so. Case in point, the physically abused spouse/companion, or
to an also inclusive extent, the cigarette alcohol addict.

So I would have to do an original and exhaustive study to plug in the basic understanding of
“heart” to all of its 150 occurrences in the NT to concretely claim my view, put form what I have
seen thus far, it seem to not only pass this “basic meaning” test, but also open up a richer and
deeper textual/spiritual understanding.

For the already stated reasons of God needing a person to have genuine faith, genuine love and a
freely conformed character, I see a problem, on top of Free will issues, of God this forcefully
causing people to do His will. To me, it would actually be a first in the Bible, because thus far I
have only seen Him, at the worst, give some compelling evidence where the subject is still
completely free to heed Him or not. But He has never had to so override one’s Free Will. And so,
as this is one of the last things to occur in Revelation, that would also mean that God became
desperate here and had to resort to such force. And I would see that all as Him not actually having
had or executed/orchestrated a perfect prophetic plan. SO I see that God instead allowing these
people to be ensnaringly drawn away by the lust of their hearts, and especially by Him not doing
anything to warn them of the actual wrongness of their course, as it has been done many times in
the Bible, including with “stiff-neck” Israel, that God instead merely allowed those people to sink
deeper and deeper in the wrong paths they love. In fact, as shown in e.g., Isa 42:14-19, which did
indeed transpire with the Messiah rejecting First Century Jews, God may instead act to
facilitate/precipitate this waywardness by removing correcting obstacle that would cause them to
change course. (Cf. Isa 6:9-13; Matt 13:10-17).

If God has forced us to unknowingly do something which we freely would not choose to do, then
I see a serious issue of Him violating our free will, even wantonly so. I.e., in the context of Open
Theism/Foreplanning: How would He actually know in advance that we would not freely
want/choose to do that thing, indeed to the point where He had to pre-emptively force us? To me
those are actually signs of desperation and actually betray a concept of God’s plans being wise. 
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So I would actually see God acting to force one’s will in a suddenly developed emergency, life or
death matter, and in such matters, I actually see in the Bible, God only acting on one’s senses in
order to greatly impeded the mind and not in mind control per se (e.g., Gen 19:9-11; 2 Kgs 6:18-
19ff). In other words, I have yet to see an example where God has had to actually force one’s will
in order to accomplish something. Perhaps you can cite examples of where you see otherwise.
Indeed the Sodomites, despite being struck with blindness were still insistent of getting in Lot’s
house. I mean all of them being struck blind did nothing to change their mind and their evil
intents. So that was just the very least that God could do here. In fact, I am beginning to
muse/ponder if God and actually take over control one’s mind and will. I.e. could Free will be
beyond any “commandeering” possibility. If so, that all speaks of the how God has most freely
created us.

May 14, 2012
W Scott Taylor 
Ronald: To the first part of your reply to my intermeidate reply is, I have done a very
comprehensive analysis of all the words used in scripture including heart. So in my
research I have seen that Gingrich gives a good representation. 

And really, heart is primarily the will. Out of the heart come evil purposes etc (Jesus); the
heart is deceitful who can know it.; the word of God and maifests the thoughts and intents
of the heart. That would be the preponderance of usage.

I think it interesting that no attempt at encyclopdic listing exists for these important words.
A moments notice does tend to confirm that even in our English too, emply the figurative
and literal with varrying shades of meananing. 

And as Jesus said it is not what goes into a man that makes him unclean, but rather that
which comes forth out of the heart. So the heart is, in it primary usage, that which incurs
guilt or innocence in the world of God's kingdom and of men.

Quick reply to this post Scott. I respect your comprehensive analysis, but I honestly still see that
the basic notion/nuance of “the seat of one’s emotion” prevails in various shades in all of those
meanings.

For example/case in point, from your alluded to passages:
(Matt 15:19|Mark 7:21) For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications,
thefts, false witness, slanders. The tangible concept of acts/crimes/sin of passion where someone
actually did not really want to do such things shows that the emotions (=”heart”) prevailed then
even over the will (= “strength”). As Paul lamented, he often did what he did not at will to do.
(Rom 7:21-25). In fact it was not even his emotions which caused him to sin, for He indeed did
not “want to do these things”. but even worst, his (“clinically”) sinful flesh. That is why I see that
Jesus did not also say that we possibly would also love God with our (inherently, as fallen
creatures, sinful) flesh, indeed as most devoted Paul would attest to.
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And what is actually also “more deeply” implicated in what Jesus said in Matt 15:18, when one,
(especially seen with e.g., composed/Christian people), come to explicitly/loudly express
something, such as e.g., hateful/paining words, curse words, filthy statements, etc, it is because
they have to some degree be overtake by emotion and their mind’s thought are then freely, and
passionately so, expressed

And it is in that sense that “the heart is desperately (for evil people)/deceitfully (for righteous
people) wicked” for it repeatedly manages to “fool” even the best of persons into committing
sins.

In regards to Heb 4:12, it can be deeply/richly seen that if the meaning was merely the mind here
then just saying ‘judge the thought and intentions’ would have done it. (See e.g, Matt 9:4; 12:25;
Acts 17:29) So it could be “further” seen here that the use the s-word of God to view/decide (“cut
open/into” a “heartfelt”/emotionally enjoyed matter, thus by focusing on its and/or ones thoughts
and intentions when engaging in that action, is right or wrong. E.g., most (carnally (=flesh)-
minded) people think that “if it feels good do it”, e.g., as recently seen in U.S. Politics, Christians
who see nothing wrong with homosexuality, but the word of God (OT and NT) cuts through the
emotions here and shows that the “thoughts and intentions” are actually snaringly inspired by
Satan. So the, conversely enough, actually heart-borne thoughts and also intentions with which
that one tries to rationalize their felt emotions is shown by God’s word to be actually of the most
abominable evil.

As I said, I think Biblical Scholarship would be best served by more precise, faithful and
exhaustive lexical work(s).

I actually see that guilt is actually/really only inculcated in one’s mind. E.g., people sin their
beloved/cherished sins with feeling any guilt. And in some cases, it is because they are indeed
acting innocently, not “knowing” that what they are doing is wrong. 

May 14, 2012
Ronald, if I may make a suggestion. It would be better all around if you stayed a little
closer to this thread topic, longer posts tend to be passed over, and one does need to be able
to give suscinct answers to questions by others. Other wise it may appear that you intend to
convince by obfuscation. Not that I believe that but that's how things are taken at times.
Besides we want to be as inclusive as possible. :)

I just read your last post on “keeping in short and on/to the point” and I fully get it and agree. I’ll
try to do so as much as possible after the above posted one which I had already composed. It is
just, as I said, that there is much that these debated issues involve and I also like to couch my
answers/views on something with as much adequate substantiation as possible. 
It must be said that succinct answersare usually not sufficient enough, and they then lead to a
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similar sized thread of discussion. So really it may simply be here a matter of perspective. But I
get your point and I do my best, both ways, i.e., substance/substantiation and length wise.

@Scott: “Heart”answer addition: People, even “Christians”, who see nothing wrong with
homosexuality will almost all say that it is because the people involved “love” (=heart) each
other. So that “emotion” is indeed deceiving them.

May 14, 2012
Ronald, continuing on, with the issue the definition of the word heart held in abeyance for
now. So for the purposes of this discussion we really shouldn't evoke as preponderance of
evidence that which we both are so clear divided. 

Is see that, with out trying to dimish or be interpreted as devaluing your true position, that
you are answering the general palatability question for God and sin as somewhat answered
by Jesus' experience of 'sin bearing' am I correct?

Alright, continuing on... (I was just thinking you would/could see my view here on the distinct
implication of the heart if I would more clearly expressed it and substantiated it).

I see it was most necessary for God to properly, thoroughly and masterfully deal with sin
(anything that their created being could throw at them), that Jesus had to be Incarnated in a
“hands on/face to face” position where He could do so, and that for the sake of fallen beings, i.e.,
without causing their consuming (Heb 12:29). So Jesus bearing the sins of the world was the
Religious/Ceremonial aspect of how God actually has to deal with and process sin in order to be
in a position to properly/completely defeat it.

May 14, 2012
W Scott Taylor Ronald, quick reply to your observation below (taken from that just prior)

> all say that it is because the people involved 
> “love” (=heart) each other.

And it is exactly there, in the very definition of love that we see the compete and utter error
of those who think to validate their sinful relationships based on a 'feeling' towards an
other of the same sex. 

If Christian argue so, they also are woefully ignorant of the Bible's inverence of what Love
is, as in the Love or Benevolence of God. 

Without saying too much, I will put forawrd a definiton that accords with the first and
greatest commandment as recited by the Lord Jesus:
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Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all your hear, mind, soul and strenth, and Him only
thou shalt server. (possibly conflated) 

Love proper does not entail any emotion as something commanded. It is also interesting
that the Lord Jesus differentialtes between heart and soul in this very important text. The
soul is generally considered the 'seat of the emotions' as certainly suggest in Pslams. 

In short, to be consistant with the command to Love the Lord Thy God we can say:

Love is 'good willing', that is, it is a choice to give supreme allegiance to the ruling principle
of life as follows:

'willing the highest good and universal blessedness of all moral beings according to their
realative worth.' 

That is, actually choosing to live by the directives of God as they are ideally suited to
procure that end. It is right and proper that we defer to God's will in that He is Infinite,
Eternal, and overwhelmingly suited to guide the moral universe based on His own infinite
good will, into that conformity of behavior that will, all things considered, tend towards the
universal happiness and blessedness of all mankind. OK, moving on ...

Good points on love. Here are some short comments on my part on it. 

-As I see it, the accurate word for “soul” is “psyche” (both in the LXX an GNT). So I see that it
involves a whole other realm of cognition/reason distinct from emotions. E.g., if I am
psychologically depressed, I usually don’t want to do things that I otherwise enjoy.

-The love you are chiefly talking about here is a love of god which many, if not most actually
involved in that lifestyle just don’t think they should/need to have. So for them it is really your
love of others which is pivotal here, and in that case, in regards to homosexual, which I have
personally psychoanalyzed to be swing between either one’s hate of their physical appearance
and/or plastically learned/accustomed tendencies, (i.e, not being manly or girly enough), -all
variously sinned caused, or just outright depravity (which I see was Sodom’s state of things), then
actually loving that person would be to try to help them, even acceptance wise, as who they
actually biologically are (for there is no such thing as a “gay gene”) and not rejecting or making
fun of them for not being attractive, manly and ladylike enough. So the homosexual lifestyle is
really just a cop out to not try to change oneself and finding other of similarly “given up”
dispositions and forming a (hopefully) “gay-er” community with them.

May 14, 2012
@Ronald: Actually a very good paradigm of generalized categories of man's endowments
is: 
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Heart, Intellect, and senabilites. Under these three heading, all of the particualr
manifestations of personality can be categoriezed. But to press on ...

I get your point Scott, but I still see that the Bible, in passage like Luke 10:27, where four (of
what I see as distinct categories are named) and also including the flesh, provide a more
theologically/spiritually comprehensive realm, and one that can be Biblically
substantiated/defended.

Specifically, I would see your “heart” referring to emotions and thus the Bible’s “heart”; your
“intellect”, as referring to the Bible’s “mind”, and you sensibilities (i.e., what makes on tick) as
referring to the Bible’s “psyche” (a.k.a. “soul”) = character; 
-yet still the key element of: the will/volition would be missing (=”strength” = courage/energy to
see something through); and also the “flesh” (inculcated basic tendencies). Seems clear to me
people with homosexual tendencies are mostly struggle with the “flesh” aspect (=Rom 1:26-27).
And to appease the pull of this flesh, they have opted to gratify it, thus addedly conceiving
pleasing “emotions” which serve to anchor them in this non-natural lifestyle.

May 14, 2012
W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, I am still headed for a discussion of some of the points made in your earlier posts
but would like to point out that the paradigm that I just put forward was taught at Oberlin
in the middle of the 1800's. When I say 'taught' I am really trying to confer the notion that
it was a paradigm that was incorporated into the curriculum and used as part of the
Lectures on Systematic Theology. At that time it was a paradigm that was in general use
and to my way of thinking is still germane. ...

@Scott: Interesting background, however it must be taken to consideration that 19  centuryth

theology in many areas is, by not deliberateness, or ill-intention of people,
deficient/incomplete/inaccurate in many ways, particularly exegetically. So they typical need to
be greatly improved. E.g., just as Waltke & O’Connor’s Biblical Hebrew Syntax really blew
away the prior standard Hebrew Textbook, the 1909 Gesenius Hebrew Grammar (2  ed.). Thosend

prior studies may be “germane” but they health-wisely need to be ‘further developed’. 

So I exegetically see that the Bible has much more to more precisely and thus
meaningfully/deeply say on that Theological issue. In my personal Theological studies journey, I
have literally have to originally Biblically, through proper and deeper exegesis revise and revamp
all of my prior theological understanding and teachings, i.e., what I was raised up in and what I
was learning while studying Theology at (the SDA’s) Andrews University. Only the Bible will
exegetically, definitely say what is concrete Truth.

May 15, 2012
W Scott Taylor Ronald, there is only one principle as a disciple of Christ that we all must
learn and never forget. That is, the truth did not spirng from us, therefore we must hold
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our minds sacredly bound to resist truth from no quarter, and never assume that we are
more learned that another. 

The new never over takes the old because it's new. And when one has compiled a lexicon
then that's the time we can be dissmissive of earlier works. 

I have found that in mathematics for instatnce very few of the new, achive the insight and
dogged labor as some of the great men of old. Gibbs, Laplace, and our brother in Christ,
Joseph Fourier, just to name a few. In the end, it is as the Lord Jesus said, 'you have
entered into other men's labors.'

I basically agree with you Scott. In the field of Biblical Studies, I do see/believe that God did
work with people in prior ages in the context of what they best could do then, resource and
knowledge wise. However when there is manifest room for further accuracy and improvement
then I pursue it. It seems to me that Jesus was rejected because people wouldn’t accept that God’s
already given Law/Truth could integrally be improved (cf. Matt 5:17, 20) but God had already
said that it would be (Isa 42:20).

So while awaiting a concrete lexical study on this “heart”+ issue may be ideal, I have
substantively seen enough to observe that it has not been accurately presented in prior lexical
works. Case in point, in my view, all of the “key passages” cited in that lexical entry easily have
the distinctive and pointed, and significant, “seat of emotion” implication. So, with such chief
demonstrations, I am personally compelled to see that this word “heart” does indeed have a
distinctive and deeper meaning implication. I am not being stubborn or oblivious, for I certainly
don’t want to approach Biblical study in that way, but just, pragmatically so, following the
manifest and ever growing light/path of an alternative, and better understanding, as case by case,
to me, are further proving.

It must be added that Mathematics, unlike Biblical Exegesis is a more objectively definite
science/study.

May 15, 2012

W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, Blessed be God, the Father of Lights and Wisdom. The great exercise of
Mathematics is the same that teaches the mind to be logically consistant. And that is a most
valuable assest in studying the Word of God. 

Biblical Exegesis has the same pitfalls as the other mental employments. One is always at a
disadvantage when cordened off to thier own views. Biblical Exegesis is hightly dependent
on entering into the genius of the language it self. While primative is some respects the
Mediterranean and Sanskrit dialects (being roots to Semetic and Greek dialects) there is a
stunning amount of precision in these inflected languages of old. 
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I have seen many who should know better, but they treat Biblical Exegesis like
mathematics. They memorize conjugations and inflected forms. Then master the basic
elements of syntax via works like Moulton et. al. and can diagram any sentence in the New
Testament. It is all cookbook to them. Granville-Sharp is the closest the come to reall
appreciating the language. 

And it hardly needs mentioning, but it is always possible to find that which agrees with our
inclinations. The objectiveness of Mathematics and the Sciences are also required in
Biblical Exegesis. 

The important elements in our dialog have yet to be developed, but as we are clearing the
field on necessary definitions, this can have a high yield. If we can keep ever so humble.

I agree with what you are saying here Scott. I started my College studies in Electrical Engineering
before switching to Theology, and so I have an appreciation for such Mathematical Sciences. All
Sciences are indeed from God.

 And if my actual point and intent can be summarized in one statement from what you have
mentioned, I see that there can be many more Granville-Sharp-like specifications that can be
made if Biblical syntax, in both Biblical Hebrew and the Greek New Testament were more
accurately studied, indeed make full use of computing power as seen in Bible software.
(Relatedly, as seen in Wallace’s Greek Grammar Beyond the Basic (p.270-290), even the long
discovered Granville-Sharp rule require fine tuning, perhaps even more than Wallace himself was
able to “scientifically” do. 

And in regards to objectivity, one of my greatest peeves is that “dated works” then to naturally
not to be either scientific, nor objective, i.e., many things are assumed or wholesalely
conflated/compacted. In our advanced days, we have no more excuse to still subscribe to such
typically/commonly incomplete studies!

May 15, 2012
Just a quick corroborating demonstrative comment on “the five distinct elements” from Paul’s
statement in Rom 7:21-25

1. He ‘mentally knows’ what he rightly/lawfully ought to do = “mind”
2. He “joyfully” wants to do it = “heart”
3. But the pull of his humaness is warring against him = “flesh”
4. And He just can’t find the empowering will do overcome it = “strength” 
5. And so all this causes him to be “wretched/miserable” = “psyche”

A couple of quick responding points:

May 15, 2012
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W Scott Taylor ?@Ronald: Yes I have that 'Primer' by Wallace. But before there were
computer programs i.e I did research the old fashioned way. Books! I have grown with the
times and have BibleWorks which is an excellent tool. I've used it to verify my own
research and am happy to sayt that it added no substative data to my work. Love that. 

I think you must have gotten a pile of the wrong 'dated' resources. But then that's part of
your responsibility too. Some times the best advice is to ask someone about it. 

I have been in Engineering (Mechanical) for thirty years and have spent the last 23 at
NASA as a contractor. Not sparky stuff but man rated computation structuaral dynamics.
And I have to say there is real truth to the statement that you really learn engineering on
the job. 

I find your tenacity refreshing though in this case I think you are beginning to get an itch
that's not quite scratchable. But, even God does not upbraid us when we ask for wisdom.
So there's space to do some more testing. 

I will tell you a concen that I have about the practice of theology and its study. In almost
every case that I have been confronted with, where there is a large body of data ammased
and a 'thesis' present, I have witnessed young men, and older as wel , seem to fight tooth
and nail to 'be correct'. This is of course a sickness, and is systemically bread by osmosis in
our culture - That is to be important! 

The desire is so strong and so persistantly held that when their theology runs roughshod
over the Charcter and Heart of God, they don't even bat an eye. This is a great evil, for God
has regard for His Name. How sad Jesus's disappointment and indignation at the
Pharisee's petualnce for 'being correct' totally eclipsed the value of person's misery being
relieved. "Go and learn what this means, 'I have desired mercy, rather than sacrifice'... and
you would not have condemned the innocent'. 

But you and I are in pursiut of a common understanding of the things that belong to Christ.
For His Names sake we go forward or relent. I think you've come a very long way in your
studies and hope that you will see the culmination of your work, and that is that the truth
should break afreash in our minds. So to that end let us step forward with a more than just
a decent regard for those who may still be with us.

-Even the various recent material I refer to has much room for more specificity and
improvement.... It is important that this be seen through.

-My main, and in fact only, driving impetus in Biblical Research is that there is an accurate truth
that can objectively be arrived at,  and amply/properly substantiated. I.e., Bible writers did not
have e.g., 12 different meaning or intents when using a word or making statement, so it is now
our duty to do the needed, in depth/accurate exegetical work to firstly properly, variously
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immerse ourselves in their”world” in order to then precisely grasp what they have said and
meant. With prayerful due diligence (Jude 1:3), this can indeed be done. (Cf. Eph 4:4-6)

Robert A. Hunter Scott. "I will tell you a concern that I have about the practice of theology
and its study. In almost every case that I have been confronted with, where there is a large
body of data amassed and a 'thesis' present, I have witnessed young men, and older as well,
seem to fight tooth and nail to 'be correct'...." I have the same concern.

"But you and I are in pursuit of a common understanding of the things that belong to
Christ. For His name's sake we go forward or relent. I think you've come a very long way
in your studies and hope that you will see the culmination of your work, and that is that the
truth should break afresh in our minds. So to that end let us step forward with a more than
just a decent regard for those who may still be with us." As one of those still following
Ronald's and your exchange of messages, best wishes in stepping forward.

@Robert: Glad to hear you're following Robert!

-Perhaps a full fledge Facebook Forum for this discussion would be easier to wade through and
follow for everyone?!

May 15, 2012

W Scott Taylor
Ronald, still haunting the dim halls of FB I see. I commend you on the worthiest of
objectives. Indeed, all labor in the kingdom in the end must be able to feed sheep. And
making it edible is the real labor in research. 

Something to think about, in the strive for certainty - Our Lord was brought up with the
Hebrew and the Greek versions of Scripture. We know this for at least half of the citations
that Matt quotes are Lord are from the LXX rather than the Hebrew. I find that immensely
informing. The texts were 'divergent' and yet the polyphonic nature of the respository of
'that which was written'was not an issue regarding either inspiration or reliability for Him.
Our Lord quoted it as 'thus saith the Lord.' 

That knowledge should prove useful for you.

Interesting BHS vs. LXX observation. Yet the question could also be, did Jesus Himself, who
probably consulted Hebrew scrolls in the synagogues, actually quote or even read the LXX.
Perhaps it was only the Bible writer who used the LXX documentedly express in the Greek of
their writings what Jesus said, indeed probably in Aramaic, and perhaps quoting the Hebrew
Bible. I mostly see this being more like while Paul’s usage. In any case, I don’t think we could
have such luxury and should endeavor to refer to the most original texts. And I suspect that if
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Jesus Himself had actually quoted the LXX, then He first ascertained that it was as close to the
Hebrew as possible. I don’t recall hearing an issue about contradiction in His quotings. Don’t
recall off the top of my head how this fared with other NT writers.

May 15, 2012
Ronald, while we are on this subject I am taking it for granted that we are agreed on the
inspiration and reliability of the NT documents. That, as Professor Wallace said in a recent
video (posted in this group I think) we are as near to the autographs as one could hope to
be. Now that means we have what the Holy Spirit wants us to have, in the language that we
have, and that when the original writers quote from different sources and goes so far as to
render them as quoted as such by the Lord, then I think the issue of "did the Lord read the
Septuagin" is clearly an afirmative.

I agree that God has adequately preserved original texts for our study today.

In regards to Jesus and the LXX, my only issue is, was that His own LXX quote since He
probably spoke Aramaic, indeed when speaking to fellow Jews. In fact, off the top of my head, I
think there is an early Church Father which attests that Matthew originally wrote His gospel in
Aramaic. So was the book of Hebrews (by Paul, a Church Father says) before they were both
translated into Greek at some point later, and probably by someone else. So our best bet with
BHS vs. LXX issues is to use the Hebrew Bible at the final arbitrator if necessary. 

Case in point, if I recall accurately, the LXX reading of Dan 9:24-27 is only from the 3  of 4rd th

century AD Theodotion LXX version, and was by then reworded to express an assumed
Maccabean fulfilment. So in such a case, referring to the Hebrew Text for the 70 Week prophecy
is best.

May 15, 2012
W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, do you have A. T. Robertson's "A Grammar of Greek New Testament in the Light
of Historical Research" ?

The following is immediately germane: 

"It is not certain that the LXX was used in the synagogues of Galilee and Judea, but it is
clear that Peter, James, Matthew and Mark, Jewish writers, quote it, and that they
represent Jesus as using it. In the Hellenistic synagogues of Jerusalem it would certainly be
read. It would greatly facilitate a just conclusion on the general relation of the N. T. Greek
to the LXX Greek if we had a complete grammar and a dictionary of the LXX, though we
are grateful for the luminous chapter of Swete on the Greek of the Septuagint in his
Introduction to the 0. T. in Greek; to Kennedy for his Sources of N. T. Greek; to Hatch for
his Essays in Biblical Greek; to Deissmann for
his Bible Studies and his Philology of the Greek Bible (1908);"
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You can examine this might treasure online at:

http://faculty.gordon.edu/hu/bi/Ted_Hildebrandt/New_Testament_Greek/Text/Robertson-
GreekGrammar.pdf

Alright Scott... Back to this work:

Your citing of A.T. Robertson’s work (which I do have and greatly appreciate, -one of the works
that really inspired me about doing more extensive Biblical Research. It indeed is a “mighty
treasure”), is also one of the reasons why I am working to establish the following web-based
“Biblical Research College” [See its “Handbook” section for more info

http://wbsc.proboards.com

and that is because Robertson, as well as other Biblical Research works cite things as
suppositions and generalities, and I see and have many times achieved that much more factual
certainty can be realized.

So to ATR’s point, it seems to me that the Pharisee’s (the Jewish Conservative Faction) were
such sticklers for orthodoxy and original Judaism, that they would not support the use of Greek
Texts in their synagogues....Then again, with Religious Authority seemingly being manifestly
equally shared with the Sadducees (the Liberal Faction), who did not mind mild Hellenization of
Judaism, then they may have been permitted to have the LXX in synagogue libraries. (They also
seemed to think that something supernatural occurred during the translation of the LXX).

It also seems to me that the works that ATR wanted to see done, have in some degree been done
since his 1914 work. E.g., Bibleworks, which I also have, has an excellent BHS LXX comparison
tool. But much more can be done in that regard, and this is hopeful where my above referenced
website could help. (It is under minor feature adding development but is open for both
registration and also posting. Maybe this discussion can be better served by being done there?)

W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, so glad you have Robertson's great work. I remember having discussions with an
ordained minister who got his MDiv from Southern and we got into some of the same
discussions on the Septuagint and he looked at me like I was crazy. 

I have not visited your web site, but that doesn't mean I won't shortly. I'd like to see this
thread through he as we've already gone so far here I think it be a service to those who
have been following us to finish this thread here.

Further, it is important to come to a shared understanding of the facts of history in relation
to our Lord's exposure to and use of the LXX. You recall that at the crucifixion the
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inscription over our Lords head was written in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, which shows the
dominant languages in the 1st Century in Judea and Galilee. Your first reaction to my
pointing out the New Testament writers rendered some (over half in some books) teaching
quotations by Our Lord as being from the LXX was mild incredulity. I will be very
interested to hear from you on that point after you have looked again at that section. I
rather think you are glossing over the magnitude of work that has been done and by who. 

You seemed to have given reluctant acknowledgment that the Sadducees would have
countenanced some hellenization but you have not dealt with my original citation. Indeed, I
think it is a point that need not be passed idly by. The inclination to find some other reason
why the quotations are in the Bible clearly from the LXX shows something of a resistance
to allow for the fact that the Lord studied and quoted the LXX. 

For you it is a pretty important conclusion for you were surmising options for how they got
there that suggested you would allow for the Apostles to render quotations by Jesus that
were not from their putative source. Do you really think they would tamper with the record
on such points? Where He read the Hebrew text (e.g. Nazareth) they show this. I hope you
will settle this matter for yourself with the confidence of the supervision of the Holy Spirit
over Our Lords Apostles. 

If you have any remaining reservation about this It wouldn't want to move on until we had
either come to agreement or not. For me it will inform me by way of demonstration your
high view of Scripture. I hope you will take up this challenge.

I “hear” what your are saying Scott but I don’t see it as being that crucial, especially not for this
topic. You are saying that in Matthews Gospel sometimes Jesus’ quotes are from the Hebrew
Bible and other times from the LXX. (I would like to see a couple of examples of both if you
readily know them), if that is indeed the case, then that would show that Jesus (or Matthew) did
some judicious selection. I.e., as I understand it, (for I don’t see why, thus indeed do not believe
that, Jesus, speaking pointedly to “Israel” (e.g., Matt 15:24; 10:5-6), would publicly, and
especially privately with the 12, speak in anything else than the widely known Aramaic (e.g., his
cry on the Cross was in Aramaic), (three 3 languages and the cross was to communicate the
reason why Jesus was crucified to the various groups of people who were passing by (i.e., Jews,
Romans and “Gentiles”/Greeks)), -when Matthew found an LXX passage which was an accurate
translation of the HB he then straightly inserted it in his Greek work. However if he found a
significant divergence then he translating (i.e, into Greek) instead quoted the HB.

Also I indeed don’t see my view here as being indicative of anything less or more (i.e., in regards
to my view of Scripture). I accept the NT text as it is presently found, though understanding, as
Church fathers also stated, probably echoing passed on oral traditions, that a certain translational
work had been done. E.g., If I translate an English sermon in Spanish, when translating Bible
quotations, I will not do an ad lib translation from an English version, but merely quote an
already published Spanish version. And as there a divergences, then the two text may not be word
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for word the same, but the thought would be the same. 

So I think the discussion here can continue without resolving this issue, because, objectively and
concretely/factually, doing this as far as scholarly possible, as scholarly due, else we only resort
to the futility of exchanging personal opinions and assumed beliefs, will definitely not be done
without a protracted sub-discussion. So I don’t mind, nor see any problem to getting back to the
main topic here.

May 15, 2012

W Scott Taylor
Ronald, what I don't quite get is the sudden reserve on this point. It seems you are
struggling to keep from acknowledging this aspect. Furthermore Robertsons shows answers
some of these questions in the section I quoted from earlier. This is an important point in
that the text it self is binding. It either contains the Word of the Lord, in the language He
wanted it commended or we have to surmise options that are not consistant with the ethos
of those who saw Christ alive after His resurrection .

To be quite honest with you, Scott, I have many research projects that I am juggling now as I am
also discussing this topic with you, and for me to expend time for this issue on, pointedly ‘the
original spoken language of Jesus’ is not a priority. Whether He spoke Hebrew/Aramaic or
Greek, is actually not that significant since we still can, and have to, analyzed what is presently
found in the original texts we have. It would be a significant issue if a NT LXX quoting, of
particularly Jesus, turned out to have a completely different meaning than an OT HB reading. But
I have never heard of such an instance, and I don’t see Robertson listing explicit textual examples
of, especially, such diversions (I don’t have the time to read his entire section. Again if you
readily know of any let me know.) If there are not any, then it is really inconsequential what one
would believe about the original spoken language of Jesus here. The truth of the matter is that the
precise message/meaning would have (still) been conveyed.

You may find the following statement by Robertson interesting. It seems, at least in itself,  to
corroborate my view here:

“The discourses of Jesus do not give the impression that he grew up in absolute seclusion, though
he undoubtedly used the Aramaic in conversation and public address on many occasions
if not as a rule.” p.103 (p.185 in PDF)

So I am indeed “reserved” here because I see that there are factual reason to be so. And that is
duly part of honest and responsible scholarship because no matter what one may want to believe
about something, the actual line objective and transparent evident needs to be followed. And in
the course of my Biblical research, for now over 14 years, I have repeatedly reaped the benefit of
honestly following this course. I.e., I have had to unlearn many cherished, at best, “traditional”
views, especially on Bible passages, Meanings of Words, Doctrines, Prophetic Interpretations,
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Historical Claims, Beliefs and Practices, etc, because the evidence I was being confronted with
just was not back up those traditional, even long standing, claims. 

So, in summary, in my view a more detailed and concrete proofing study than Robertson is
needed here in order for anything to be deemed conclusive and determinative on this point.
Unfortunately, I cannot pursue that now, and as I see it, it is really not that crucial here.

W Scott Taylor
Ronald, the complete story about the languages Jesus spoke is in that section of Robertson.
One quote a truism does not make. We know the spoke Aramaic, that's a given. You're a
little off point here. 

How ever loud the protestation to fidelity to the text from Christians, if when they see the
text and see something they haven't seen before, or missed the implications of what they
now know, if they then begin to tinker with the text by way of challenging the way it is
written it is merely another form of HIgher Criticism. 

Let's keep this simple. And direct. 

Are trying to tell me that because of the claim that Jesus is quoting from the LXX, as
represented by the Apostles themselves, you chalk the up, to Apostolic emendation or
subsequent redaction?

There's not need to go more that a paragraph in response. Let's keep this simple and to the
point.

Scott: I have skimmed and read large parts of Robertson’s entire section p.88-108 (170-190 PDF)
and I cannot precisely see the general point you are trying to make. It seems to me that Robertson
view is that though the LXX may have been used in some parts, for the most part the entire
stories in the Gospels originally unfolded in Aramaic. I.e., Jesus spoke Aramaic to people as did
the disciples. And then this Aramaic was translated into Greek for the Greek compositions of the
Gospels. He even says that Luke worked from a original Aramaic text. So my quote was not ‘an
isolated “truism”’ it seems clear to me that it is Robertson’s base view here. As much as I have
seen, he is not discounting the point that the Greek Gospel account, with the except of Luke’s
own original, non-quoting, compositions was from an oral or written Aramaic original source.
Another quote of Robertson:

“He rightly insists, as against Wellhausen,5 that the question is not between the classic Greek and
Aramaic, but between the vernacular koinh< and Aramaic. But whatever is or is not true as to the
original language of Mark and of Matthew, the gospel story was first told largely in Aramaic. The
translation of the Aramaic expressions in Mark proves this beyond all doubt, as taleiqa<, kou<m
by to< kora<sion, e@geire (Mk. 5:41).”
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If you don’t think that this is his unchageing view, then do quote where he would be saying
otherwise.

In regards to Jesus’ use of the LXX, just looking at a single passage is ample enough for me to
see that we are probably not even dealing with the pointed issue at hand. I.e., in Matt 22:44, Jesus
is related as quoting Psa 110:1. However the problem is that the quote neither is accurately either
the Hebrew Text nor the LXX text. The NT quote says (in the Greek): “...under/beneath your”
feet” while both the HB and LXX have “...a footstool for your feet.” There is a big difference of
meaning here. The NT quote implies a ‘tread over’ (cf. Luke 21:24) while the HB and LXX
simply imply one who is at rest, (i.e., have put his feet up on a footstool to rest), which simply
involves that his enemies are doing all his work for him. I think this example, while it may be
deemed “higher criticism”, is still according to responsible scholarship and powerfully reveals the
fact that the Gospel writer were faithful in quoting exactly what Jesus had spoken. Even if, as
seen he, it diverged slight from either the official HB or LXX text. So here Jesus would have
been stating what how he understood that this OT prophecy would be applied upon the Jews. I.e.,
they would not be, though vanquished, merely ‘doing his work for him’, thus as a conquered
people, but that this vanquishment would extend to them being trampled upon, indeed as He
stated in Luke 21:24. So again here, letting the evidence speak for itself, rather than having an
overgeneralizing and assumed cookie cutter approach, i.e, that ‘Jesus used and quoted (exactly)
the LXX’ has proven to me to be best.

This here also resolves for me a problematic passage for NT students in Matt 23:35 as it then
would mean that Matt recorded exactly what Jesus had said i.e., “Zecheriah, the son on
Berechiah” (=Zech 1:1, one of the last OT prophets) which is actually not the Zecheriah (son of
Jehoiada) which was “murdered between the porch and the altar” (2 Chr 24:20-21). However as
this is actually a (technical) error, though really inconsequential, I am more willing to think that it
is Matthew would made a “careless mistake” here. And if it was actually Jesus, then it would still
powerfully show for me that He did not have any default supernatural advantage over us. I.e., He
did not come with a photographic memory and with the OT Bible “downloaded” in his mind, but
had to diligently study and memorize it, and this all, as here could result in minor, but spiritually
benign, misquotings. 

In regards to also a possible misquoting in Matt 22:44, I still rather see that Jesus went ahead an
specified the extent to which He saw that that OT prophecy would be applied, for if He had
merely misquoted, and misinterpreted/misapplied it, He surely would have been instantly, keyly
corrected by the Pharisees He was discussing with. So it seems to me that they accepted that that,
though not the exact OT passage quote, was an acceptable interpretive quoting of it. They did not
balk at its pointed application because they most likely did not understand that, and how (i.e., to
what conveyed extent), it would be applying to them.

May 15, 2012
Ronald, I think you did yourself a high service in reading what you did of Robertson,
though only enough to be mistakenly confirmed in your suspicions. I commend you for the
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effort and good absorbtion but you failed to avail your self of the big picture that
Robertson was trying to get accros. I rather suspect that this is the first time you've
engaged this material. It is expansive and he gives full discussion to points of interest but as
you have seen doesnot always pronounce on the argument immediately afterward. Please
note the following citations. I've pulled the most relevant section from the three paragraphs
below, but the complete context also needed to be shown. 

"Matthew gives the quotations made by Christ in the words of the LXX, while his own
quotations are usually from the Hebrew. It is clear, therefore, that Jesus spoke both
Aramaic and Greek according to the demands of the occasion and read the Hebrew as well
as the Septuagint,"

Full citation:

"And so from the very beginning, though we may believe that in Galilee and among His
intimates our Lord spoke Aramaic, and though we know that some of His last words upon
the cross were in that language, yet His public teaching, His discussions with the Pharisees,
His talk with Pontius Pilate, were certainly carried on mainly in the Greek." Zahn (Intr. to
the N. T.) labours needlessly to show that Hebrew was no longer the language of Palestine,
but he does not prove that Aramaic was everywhere spoken, nor that Jesus always spoke
Aramaic. Wellhausen (Einl. in die drei erst. Evang.) is prejudiced in favour of the Aramaic
theory.

On the other hand Peter clearly spoke in Greek on the Day of Pentecost, and no mention is
made of 
Greek as one of the peculiar "tongues," on that occasion. It is clear that Paul was
understood inJerusalem when he spoke Greek (Ac. 22:2). Jesus Himself laboured chiefly in
Galilee where were many gentiles and much commerce and travel. He taught in Decapolis,
a Greek region. He preached also in the regions of Tyre and Sidon (Phoenicia), where
Greek was necessary, and he held converse with a Greek Syro-Phcenician) woman. Near
Caesarea-Philippi (a Greek region), after the Transfiguration, Jesus spoke to the people a
the foot of the mountain. At the time of the Sermon on the Mount Jesus addressed people
from Decapolis and Perea (largely Hellenized), besides the mixed multitudes from Galilee,
Jerusalem and Judea (Mt. 4:25). Luke (6:17) adds that crowds came also from Tyre and
Sidon, and Mark (3:8) gives "from Iduma." It is hardly possible that these crowds
understood Aramaic. 

In the quotation from Ps. 22:1, spoken on the cross, Mt. 27:46 gives the Hebrew, while Mk.
15:34 has an Aramaic adaptation. There is no reason to doubt that Jesus knew Hebrew
also. But Thomson (Temple Bible, Lang. of Palestine) proves that Matthew gives the
quotations made by Christ in the words of the LXX, while his own quotations are usually
from the Hebrew. It is clear, therefore, that Jesus spoke both Aramaic and Greek according
to the demands of the occasion and read the Hebrew as well as the Septuagint, if we may
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argue from the 0. T. quotations in the Gospels which are partly like the Hebrew text and
partly like the LXX. In Lu. 4:17 it is not clear whether it was the Hebrew text or the LXX
that was read in the synagogue at Nazareth. One surely needs no argument to see the
possibility that a people may be bilingual when he remembers the Welsh, Scotch, Irish,
Bretons of the present day. The people in Jerusalem understood either Greek or Aramaic
(Ac. 22:2). pg. 27 -29

The upshot here is the danger of not knowning broad sections of your cited author's work.
This is an important point to acknowledge, the evidence that is, that the Lord Jesus
ministered in teaching in both Greek and Aramaic. 

I hope you take this to heart and avoid trying to dissmiss that which is at odds with some of
your fundamental paradigms, just because they are your own. The objectivity of a Bible
Researcher can not be in question. This is no mere idyle point, for what we have yet to
cover depends on an accurate and shared understanding of how our Lord appropriated
truth. He is, in the end, our sole model.

Scott, first of all it was never a matter of “effort” and/or ‘ill-will’ and/or ‘willful blindness’
and/or ‘obfuscation’, or whatever other way you seem to be trying to insinuate, it has always been
a matter of time, and as I still don’t see what the “major/crucial/orthodoxy issue” factually is
here, I did not bother to invest, and that, sacrificially so, my time in studying out that issue. You
have now more than less substantiated (though I personally would be impressed more by precise
references than just a person’s summary) that Jesus spoke Aramaic and Greek. Thanks for those
specific quotings. Yet, in my estimation, you will still have to make the case to me that this is
‘most crucial’ to  the main discussion here. 

Notably enough, you did not at all discuss the clear issue from my analyzed Matt 22:44 [with
Matt 23:35 related] which showed that Jesus there did not quote (exactly) either the Hebrew
Bible or the LXX. 

By the way, you may find this table of LXX quoting in the NT resourceful/helpful:
http://www.kalvesmaki.com/LXX/NTChart.htm

However since I personally do not see any point in continuing this here sub-discussion (unless
you can objectively convince me otherwise (i.e., vs. manifestly merely some assumed pre-
emptive generalizing fear of “higher criticism”, for it can have its great benefits), I suggest we
resume the main discussion, and if, as you are claiming, this sub-issue here comes to affect that
main discussion then I’ll be willing to studied out more deeply.

>I hope you take this to heart and avoid trying to dissmiss that which is at odds with some
>of your fundamental paradigms, just because they are your own. The objectivity of a
>Bible Researcher can not be in question. This is no mere idyle point, for what we have yet
>to cover depends on an accurate and shared understanding of how our Lord appropriated
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>truth. He is, in the end, our sole model.

I’ll take the time, when worthwhile, to, actually, avoid making a conclusionary statement without
first review all of the available information, but I hope you can and do realize that this
exhortation also applies to you. I have no “objectivity” problem. My concern is time. So, in the
future, if you can readily make your point as transparently and precisely documented as possible,
then please do so as soon as possible. (And even Robertson’s work was really not (readily)
transparent enough for me. The above NT|LXX|HB is a better reference on this issue, and it
would be better if it also included the readings of the original Language (vs. the English
translations), because, as Matt 22:44 shows these underlying languages may not all be exact
word-for-word, which implies some sort of discretionary interpretive application.

May 15, 2012
W Scott Taylor Ronald, no assignment of ill will is intended in my remarks. A challenge
maybe but no ill will from me, or sensed from you.

I got to this part of your post and since you insisted that I answer I will do so, thought I
might have waited till later but, now it is. 

"Notably enough, you did not at all discuss the clear issue from my analyzed Matt 22:44
[with Matt 23:35 related] which showed that Jesus there did not quote (exactly) either the
Hebrew Bible or the LXX"

You may not remember my statement that the Lord confronted a polyphonic witness to the
Word of God I meant that. It implies more than two. This much should be said. 

And I did read your openen remarks with a certain ambivalence. One the one hand you
were sure that you had dispelled enough of the novelty onus so that you could remain non
committal. But now that I have shown that you were just not familiar enough with
Robertson and that led to your mistake, you say you weren't serious the first time. 

Let a man's yea be yea, so you should know that there are some things I chose not to make
an issue of for the sake of truth. Now, I'll get back to reading.

In regards to your “polyphonic” view. That, at best is an assumption. I think that the deliberate
rewording of Jesus is more acceptable. If you are saying, at best, that Jesus was quoting what he
understood to be the be version, from various available versions, then that shed some doubt on
the accuracy of the, especially, Hebrew text that we have. 

How then would “polyphony” be a potential answer for the difference in Matt 23:35??

I hope you can see that you are constantly impingingly implying things about me that are not at
all the case. The latter part of your comment above do, in my view, more clearly, insinuate, at
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least effective, “ill-will”.  For the record, I preferred to be ambivalent before because I did not see
the need for me to invest time in studying out your claim. I never said that I was “not serious” as
you are claiming (which disparagingly insinuates whimsical fickleness), I was/am saying that I
did not want to invest (=waste) the time, which to me is still just pointless. (If you don’t think so
then do post the quote where you think/see I said and/or meant that).

Still awaiting any main discussion comments from you....

May 16, 2012
W Scott Taylor OK, Ronald, hold up. We need to reset the tone of these posts. I have been
pulling your ears a bit (I'm nearly 60 and have been in the Word since 1974 - to you I am
an 'older man' Biblically) as some of your statements have been, well...youthful. I do not
mean to disparage you. 

This has been a subject of discussion in Christendom for nearly two-hundred years. It is
clear that it is a novel subject for you. Your reaction to interjection on my part has told me
a lot. The matter is so well established I think we can move on. 

(Also, I'll put an image file up of the first page of Stuart's work in our group documents. 

"Passages cited from the Old Testament by the writers of the New Testament : compared
with the original Hebrew and the Septuagint version," Moses Stuart 1827 Free e-book
online! I've got it open in another window. 

Old Testament quotations in the New Testament
Author: Gleason L Archer; Gregory Chirichigno; Evangelical Theological Society. 1983
Amazon

Yesterday at 1:23am
W Scott Taylor 
Also, I do want to have a good understanding of what is meant by the Scripture. You
thought to explain that the Apostles probably just referenced the version of the OT that
they new and Jesus didn't when I first pointed this out to you. Now that's is just a bit too
close for me as my view of Scripture entails what, how, & what it infers in its inspiration. If
that's not your view then that is something we do need to get and agreement on. 

There is an good resource on OT quotation in the NT, though it is a catholic site. The give
the NT rendering, then the LXX and the Mas.
http://www.scripturecatholic.com/septuagint.html

Response to last two comments:

(I am assuming you meant that:“[I] have been in the world since 1974” which indeed is true, but
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the issue here has nothing to do with age.) Most literally speaking, my, ministry and Biblical
research-wise, inspirational mentor/“hero” was ca. 60 years old when I first met him, namely my
former university professor and friend, the late Dr. Samuele Bacchiocchi, (you may have heard of
him) http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/pleading-proverbs-264-5.html#bacchiocchi
While I go along very well with him, the same was not the case with my other professors, as well
as other seminary professors which I engaged (of around the same age or younger), and that is all
because these, compared to Bacchiocchi, were not scholarly/exegetically responsible, but much
preferred to indolently take refuge in traditional claims and understanding, whereas Bacchiocchi
was not hesitant to responsibly follow the evident wherever it may lead. And, I can personally
attest, if he made a mistake, and you can objectively prove it to him, he was not too proud to
admit it and make the necessary changes. 

So any issue that I am having with you has nothing to do with age, (per se), but baseless
assumptions, as well as not readily and adequate substantiated claims/objections.
Notwithstanding, as commonly seen, it is almost the “natural” case the older one is, the harder
time they variously have to admit an incorrect view. However, I actually see any such issue as
being more psychological, than clinical, in the lines of having to admit that what they had been
taught and always believed may not be as conclusive as they have assumed. So if we focus on
clearly and honestly proving our views, then there should not be any problem. (And I won’t need
to change tone in order to either defend myself from baseless insinuation or simply “get
through”!)

And I must say that your insistence on discussion this HB|LXX vs. GNT is another form of
unnecessary “stubbornness”. I.e., why are we still discussing this. I now can’t even recall why it
is pertinently relevant to the main discussion...or if it actually ever was at all. I just can’t afford to
waste time on this issue. If you first can clearly state and validate why it should be pursued, then
I’ll seriously consider doing so....

In regards to your subsequent comment on my view of Inspiration, I also see that this, actually
quite involved issue, should only, and then, justifiedly, be discussion if ever/when it would come
up as an issue directly related to the main topic of this discussion.  To put it succinctly, this new
issue of Inspiration can be conclusive ascertained without an most indepth study of the entire
Biblical text, and then some... So can we get back to the main discussion.... Frankly it is
seeming/sounding to me that you reach an impassable roadblock to your attempt to object to
some points in my main view and you are instead here subtlely trying to carve a way out of the
main discussion by major on minors and actually irrelevant sub-discussion and tangential issues.

May 16, 2012
W Scott Taylor 
In the mean time Ronald, I affirm the authority of the Word of God as I understand it
patterned by the Lord Jesus Himself. How ever others may regard it, I know that it cannot
be broken. 
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In keeping with our mutual affirmation that future is not even an incipient reality out side
of the revealed purpose of God, I was questioning the need and validity of affirming the
ICM paradigm. You have shown a health concern for the present confidence of the saints
and have stated your inclination towards ICM for that reason, in the main. 

However, I posed the following which seems to have lead this thread to a wide divergence.
So let us return to the question and follow it more closely to it's logical conclusion. 

["Ronald, a quick question: Has God given sufficient cause for our future trust already?
And if so, doesn't that obviate a need for a hermeneutic on His metaphysical nature as
demonstrated in the 'mechanics' of how he Might fulfill future prophecy.?"]

In light of the following passages I question the need for the ICM paradigm. After all it is
only a 'mental construct' and not a sign, or powerful deed, or the fulfillment of prophecy
itself. 

"May our Lord Jesus Christ himself and God our Father, who has loved us and given us
everlasting encouragement and good hope through his grace, encourage your hearts and
strengthen them in every good deed and word." 
2 Thessalonians 2:16-17 

"Symeon Peter, a slave and apostle of Jesus Christ, to those who have received a faith of
equal value to ours through the righteousness of our God and savior Jesus Christ: may
grace and peace be yours in abundance through knowledge of God and of Jesus our Lord.
His divine power has bestowed on us everything that makes for life and devotion, through
the knowledge of him who called us by his own glory and power. Through these, he has
bestowed on us the precious and very great promises, so that through them you may come
to share in the divine nature, after escaping from the corruption that is in the world
because of evil desire. For this very reason, make every effort to supplement your faith with
virtue, virtue with knowledge, knowledge with self-control, self-control with endurance,
endurance with devotion, devotion with mutual affection, mutual affection with love. If
these are yours and increase in abundance, they will keep you from being idle or unfruitful
in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. Anyone who lacks them is blind and
shortsighted, forgetful of the cleansing of his past sins. Therefore, brothers, be all the more
eager to make your call and election firm, for, in doing so, you will never stumble. For, in
this way, entry into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and savior Jesus Christ will be richly
provided for you." 2 Peter 1:1-11 

"For if what was going to fade was glorious, how much more will what endures be glorious.
Therefore, since we have such hope, we act very boldly and not like Moses, who put a veil
over his face so that the Israelites could not look intently at the cessation of what was
fading. Rather, their thoughts were rendered dull, for to this present day the same veil
remains un lifted when they read the old covenant, because through Christ it is taken away.
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To this day, in fact, whenever Moses is read, a veil lies over their hearts, but whenever a
person turns to the Lord the veil is removed. Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom. All of us, gazing with unveiled face on the glory of
the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to glory, as from the Lord
who is the Spirit."
2 Corinthians 3:11-18

I don’t think the Scripture are “broken” by honestly ascertaining them, indeed just as they are.
And that has proven to be quite enrich to my Spiritual Life and Understandings. To deliberately
and/or indifferently gloss over, indeed existing differences/divergences and yes even technical
errors in Scriptures and not even try to resolve them make an individual, instead of scripture
itself, the definer of Truth/Orthodox, and can lead to all sorts of traditional stances. One is thus
assuming a view of Scripture that is actually merely (preferentially) assuming and not based on
available facts.

God indeed seek to reassure us of that HE will take care of us, but as seen in my earlier
mentioned episode with Gideon, when especially the obstacle is great, people generally request a
token sign of that power and that it is still ready and present to protect them. The ICM paradigm,
involved, as I understand it, in prophecy, (which none of the passages you cited explicitly
involved, -seems clear to me to be pointedly focusing on merely regular everyday Christian living
and character upbuilding), comes to gives man this needed reassurance. God has chosen to help
us to have faith in Him through demonstrations of His All Mighty Power, as now best seen in
how He most perfectly, and covertly so, fulfills prophecies and as Yahweh most explicitly and
clearly, introductorily said of Himself to Moses, as He was endeavoring Moses to have faith that
He would deliver even doubting Israel from powerful Egypt through him, just as He said Exod
6:2-3:

“I am the LORD [Yahweh]; and I appeared to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as God Almighty [El
Shaddai] (Gen 17:1 & 35:10, 11), but by My name, LORD [Yahweh], I did not make Myself
known to them.”

And I did not actually get how 2 Cor 3:11-18 would apply at all here. Do expound/explain...

I had also made several other/subsequent comments to defend my use/view of the ICM paradigm
which you still need to engage/address.

May 16, 2012
>Ronald, for the record 'I have been in Word since 1974' a fact that would be easy to
>determine given my age, which I told you. I've been in the 'world' since 1953. 

>All this was unnecessary given my last post which preceded yours. My main concern was
>to establish the authority of the written Word. Your response to the quotation of OT
>scripture piqued my thoughts as I am always wary of those who prevaricate about their
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>loyalty to the Word when their views are challenged.

>You may continue when ever it suits you.

First here, a due response to your prior post here, then I’ll deal with the next one...

>Ronald, for the record 'I have been in Word since 1974' a fact that would be easy to
determine given my age, which I told you. I've been in the 'world' since 1953. 

Oh so that is what you meant by 'I have been in Word since 1974'. Without going into the litany
of related reason so as to not waste more of my time....not that ‘easy to understand, nor
determine’ e.g. why would I assume you were a Christian at 21, people get converted/into the
Word at any age. And try avoiding typos, that would have greatly avoid the confusion here.

>All this was unnecessary given my last post which preceded yours. My main concern was
to establish the authority of the written Word. Your response to the quotation of OT
scripture piqued my thoughts as I am always wary of those who prevaricate about their
loyalty to the Word when their views are challenged.

Again more of your baseless disparaging insinuation. You are the one who thinks I have a
“problem of loyalty” with the Bible as it is and am prevaricating. Once again, I don’t. I just
exegetically allow the text to speak for it and not make “traditional” assumptions. And I don’t see
it as honest to say yea or nay when I actually am not sure about an issue. You manifest are
preferring to ignore any issue which is problematic to your manifest verbal inspiration view of
scripture such as Matt 23:35. I don’t and to me, that alone comes to speaks to what Jesus was
able to (sinlessly) do despite being a Man like us. When I do an exhaustive study on such,
presently peripheral issue, as I fully plan to, hence my WBSC Institute and Forum, they I’ll be
able to truthfully have a yea or nay answer. SO right now my response is: ‘I don’t know for
certain.’ (And you have not provided either adequate or fully/transparently demonstrated
evidence for your view, indeed still not responding to points which disprove your claim).

...It has been, and WILL always continue to be, “necessary” for me to defend myself, however I
see due/fit, whenever I am perceiving to be attacked, especially baselessly.

>You may continue when ever it suits you.

I have been awaiting your comments/objections post to resume and “continue” anything here...

May 16, 2012
OK , Ronald, go forward friend.

Just as soon as you stop hindering me....
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W Scott Taylor
4:22am May 16
Ronald, you haven't even addressed the Scriptures I put forward. Please stay on point.

May 16, 2012
Yes I did... pay closer attention to those stated points

May 16, 2012
W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, these three passages of Scripture show where the Christian's ultimate and final
confidence are established. They are not 'mental constructs. They are mighty signs,
powerful deeds, and the fulfillment of previous prophecy. In particular, The Promise of the
Holy Spirit, that Jesus sent from the Father.

2 Thess 2:16-17 (NASB)
Now may our Lord Jesus Christ Himself and God our Father, who has loved us and given us
eternal comfort and good hope by grace, comfort and strengthen your hearts in every good work
and word.

2 Pet 1:1-11 NASB
Simon Peter, a bond-servant and apostle of Jesus Christ, To those who have received a faith of
the same kind as ours, by the righteousness of our God and Savior, Jesus Christ: 2 Grace and
peace be multiplied to you in the knowledge of God and of Jesus our Lord; 3 seeing that His
divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness, through the true
knowledge of Him who called us by His own glory and excellence. 4 For by these He has granted
to us His precious and magnificent promises, so that by them you may become partakers of the
divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world by lust. 5 Now for this very
reason also, applying all diligence, in your faith supply moral excellence, and in your moral
excellence, knowledge, 6 and in your knowledge, self-control, and in your self-control,
perseverance, and in your perseverance, godliness, 7 and in your godliness, brotherly kindness,
and in your brotherly kindness, love. 8 For if these qualities are yours and are increasing, they
render you neither useless nor unfruitful in the true knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. 9 For he
who lacks these qualities is blind or short-sighted, having forgotten his purification from his
former sins. 10 Therefore, brethren, be all the more diligent to make certain about His calling
and choosing you; for as long as you practice these things, you will never stumble; 11 for in this
way the entrance into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ will be
abundantly supplied to you.

I did/do see that the first two passages speak of the confidence which a believer in God should
have, (I exegetically just can’t see that same notion in 2 Cor 3:11-18, you’ll have to explain), and
I still don’t see how that fact relates to my understanding (and not Boyd’s) of the ICM paradigm.
You need to pointedly engage my understanding of it.

My use and understanding of the ICM, actually analogy, vs. a paradigm, is simply depicting in an
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illustration that we can understand the reality of what is going on in the Cosmic Realm. As I have
severally detailed my understanding before, I won’t do so again here, but while just summarily
say that Satan will not roll over and let God and/or His followers have a cake walk into fulfilling
Bible prophecies. As seen with his attempt through Herod to kill Jesus as soon as he was born
which obviously/indeed had great prophetic implications (=Rev 12:4), Satan indeed tries to
counter every advancing move of God. And there is no bigger move(s) of God than prophetic
ones, as compared to e.g., the more mundane, possible everyday ones, such as e.g,, God guiding
someone in answer to a prayer to find their lost keys, or meet their future spouse. Satan usually
does bother to counter such minor things, unless they have some sort of great prophetic
implication, focusing rather on major advances. 

Notice how God had to counter Satan’s/Herod’s doubly unlawful cunning/lying and murderously
criminal attempt by immediately sending two direct prophetic instruction to first the wisemen
(Matt 2:12) and then Joseph (Matt 2:13-14) in order to avert that most unlawful countering
attempt. Several similar examples in just the NT Testament of God acting supernaturally to avert
a countering move of Satan show that even the Christian needs more than perfect faith to be able
to make it through the sudden and potent assaults of Satan. Similar example are also seen in
Christian Church History, e.g, Martin Luther’s escape from an attempt on his life.

So while the (first two) passages do show how we are to have great confidence, especially
because of Christ’s victory, there is still a remaining war to fight, and God still has to directly
intervene to give awareness and further guidance and instruction to His followers who are
specially detrimentally targeted by Satan. And the ICM analogy is merely depicting that
independent, behind-the-seen, cosmic reality.

If you are perhaps implying with 2 Cor 3:11-18 that the New Covenant believer sees things more
clearly than the OT believer, and thus would not need special guidance from God, well, as I just
exemplified above, that is not the tangible case. In fact that passage is merely speaking of
understanding the Gospel of Christ, which actually was always foreshadowing found through
ceremonies and symbols in God’s Old Covenant. 

I am sure that you, as most Christians do, many times plead with God for special guidance for a
circumstance and an answer to a petition, and that is perfectly normal, and God can answer such
requests according to His will. Well that all resembles, e.g., Moses and Gideon pleas. If the
passages you stated should “do it” for ‘especially Christians’, then we should really never plead
with God for anything (contra. e.g., James 1:2-8 - ‘lacking wisdom to endure and pass through 
fiery trials’) which is almost fundamental to every prayer (cf. 1 Thess 5:17). Even Jesus would
make pressing petitions to God in times of great distress (Matt 26:38-44) and manifestly (silently)
in regards to all His miracles (cf. John 11:41-42) which all required supernatural assistance. In
fact the Greek syntax of Luke 3:21-22 involves that Jesus received the special sign and audible
approval of God ‘because of/as a result of his praying’ (= ‘an infinitive of purpose or result; -and
thus not because ‘God had always meant for this to happen’). And notice that in Gethsemane,
Jesus was asking God to ‘make another move if possible’. 
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The ICM understanding does not involve that God has a set plan for everything, because the
Devil’s as well as other evil men’s future free will moves, (which literally can be infinite, as
Satan and/or depraved man can out of the blue decided to act upon a most “novel” evil idea), 
would have to be known, which cannot be the realistic case, but just depicts that an All Wise God
will, even if only ultimately, and if necessary, supernaturally act to defeat all of these inherently
unlawful moves.

So perfect faith and trust in what God has done is ideal for us, but God knows that when faced
with special circumstances, even the best of us will plead for a sign and/or instruction in how to
make it through (e.g., praying to be healed from a sudden illness or how to make it through it).
And so God does powerfully intervene to answer such genuine and honest prayers. In fact, as I
understand it, there are some things that God cannot do for us, especially if it requires
supernatural intervention, if we do not mindfully ask. (Cf. James 5:16)

So in summary, if you understand my view on the reality-depicting ICM analogy, you’ll see that
is not opposing ideal faith, but is complimentary to it. In fact, as the NT-cited OT model of the
“like nature” Elijah faith and prayer show, especially perfect faith and trust in God, injunctively,
pro-actively, goes ahead and asks (if not, tells) God to “make that perfect/due, even supernatural,
move.” (James 5:17-18)

May 16, 2012
Ronald, I have understood your cases for ICM all along but I do appreciate your effort to
bring something of a summary statement to the fore again. 

I am not trying to be sarcastic or otherwise insensitive to your exercise as a man trying to
work out those areas where he hopes to derive benefit for himself and that of others. 

Maybe this will be helpful. All your examples are Old Testament saints ((I'm exemption the
Lord Jesus ) , those who did not receive the promise (described in its intended glory in 2
Cor 3:18). They, of course did not 'have' the Spirit as NT saints inherit. We who have the
spirit of hope, and the comfort of the Holy Spirit represent a new paradigm. It is now
Christ in you the Hope of Glory. They, of course cannot know the peace of Christ as we do.
Therefore, from that stand point, the ICM might be more meaninful to the OT Saints. 

The rest or your argument enlists the reader to consider material that I see has no glory in
that the glory that excells is is already in them. The consolation that they receive is much
simpler than trying to invoke a abstract complexity such as the ICM. All they need is the
knowledge that God has given us 'alread' all things in His Son and it is through that vehicle
that faith is to appropiate grace. 

I'm sorry but the ICM has no residual value in the present war that is not of flesh and
blood for those who have been properly appropiating the grace through their union with
Christ. If I know of a certainty what God has done in raising Christ from the dead, then
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their is notion that could bring greater confidence and consolation in the power and
goodness of God.

Your argument here Scott is indeed where I had seen that your are both truncating and conflating
the prophetic purpose of the ICM reassurance and faith. First of all, my cited examples were not
all limited to the OT. James uses Elijah as the Model for NT believers. These OT figures are
more prominent because they tangibly/prophetically accomplished much, and all within God’s
advancing prophetic plans, which, after the New Covenant has been well established, are
resumed in NT prophecies, namely Christ’s Olivet Discourse which is expand in the book of
Revelation. Even in the book of Acts and in the Life and Ministry of Paul who had begun to
advance God’s prophetic purposes, i.e., reaching the Gentiles, you will find numerous examples
of those pioneers asking God for special guidance, strength and instruction for special
circumstances. E.g., the Church fervently prayed through the night (and did not just sit back in
“passive faith) that God overturn the imprisonment of Peter, and God dispatched and angel to do
so. Peter & Paul prayed for God to resurrect dead people and He intervened and did. I can go on
with similar examples of God answering pleas for a “supernatural move”, but I don’t have the
time. 

Really understanding and appreciating the ICM contribution it depends on whether or not one is
in the battlefield for God, because it is then that the Devil takes special notice of you and wield
all kinds of, even novel, weapons in your way to try to defeat your efforts and God then,
especially in answer to pointed prayer and prayerful faith, acts according to His will to come to
the defense of these specially/pointedly assaulted people. As I said, this was repeatedly seen with
righteous people throughout Church History and it is still seen today, with e.g., missionary is
tough and hostile areas.

And depending on what one’s view of NT prophecy is, i.e., whether one is “pre-trib”, “mid-trib”
or “post-trib”, only in the latter understanding will one who is walking in God’s Truth Biblically
know and understand how they are involved in the advancing/developing fulfilment of Bible
prophecy and will see exactly just how Satan is variously acting to try to upset that prophetic
plan, and thus, naturally so, how God is one his side acting to see His perfect prophetic plan
through and to its precise path and end.

Again the ICM is not an entity in itself, as implied/involved in your ‘it has no residual value...’,
but, as I have repeatedly stated, and which you need to properly understand, is just analogic
depiction of the behind-the-seen/scene reality of the war (=chess match) that is going on between
God and good angels vs. Satan and his evil angel, all over the fate of this lone fallen world in
God’s universe. (cf. Rev 12:1-12; Luke 10:18). So I see it as most valuable for my exercised faith
to know that God will satisfactorily intervene to counter the Devil’s underminings, and, through
past, even OT, examples which are for our benefit (1 Cor 10:11), have a clear template of just
how He may likely/typically act to rescue me. That indeed helps to sustain my faith. This is
pointedly why Moses and Elijah were sent to Jesus on the Mount of Transfiguration as it was
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now clear (because of the Jewish people’s non-readiness to be converted by the Gospel) that
Jesus would have to go through the ordeal of the Cross (Matt 17:1-13) Solely their presence
testified in themselves that God would even give Him the victory through death if He remained
faithful through the end. And though Elijah was not perfect, He also was honor by God and
translated alive. How much more if Jesus remained sinless.

So really, as you had said for Engineering, it is best learned on the job than in theory. Similarly,
one does not really know what kind of faith they profess to have, until it is actually tested,
especially by “fiery trials”. And then, as these trial will either be most extreme and/or novel, one
will indeed have to pressingly petition God for added special, faith-advancing guidance. (Again =
James 1:2-8; cf. James 5:13-18)

So in summary, it is only if/when one has a Theology and/or Missiology that God is not now
working to advance His prophetic plans, but e.g, (as most preterist or futurist-dispensationalist
claim) that the prophetic clock as either run out or been suspended, that you really cannot see a
present ICM development, and thus a value of/need for it. And indeed, in the context of such
Views, which I do not see as being at all Biblical, there indeed is not reason for the Devil to
specially target and attack you, because, while as a Christian you may defaultly be on His radar,
you are actually not a “clear and present” threat to him. And so He actually leaves such a person
out of His Christian prophesy or missions countering plans and efforts to instead deal with those
who, according to Christ’s Gospel mandate, are endeavoring to knock down the gates of his
currently prevailing kingdom. (cf. Matt 16:18; Rev 6:8). And when one comes to more fully
reflect the ‘greater Gospel glory of God’, i.e., by even not just living by the letter of the Law but
also by its deeper Spirit (=2 Cor 3:7-18; cf. e.g, Matt 5:17-20; 22:34-40; 25:31-46; Isa 42:20), the
“brighter” they natural appear on Satan’s radar and the closer they also naturally are in assaulting
his strongholds. 

And as I said before, and if you honestly fully think it through, if you don’t perceive or think that
the cosmic warfare reality that the ICM analogy is representatively depicting actually exists, then
contrary to what James 1:2-8 advocates/counsels to NT believers, and as several NT example
have shown, you would never ask God for anything in prayer (e.g., guidance, knowledge, healing,
deliverance, etc) because, according to your argument, that would demonstrate a lack of trust in
God’s providence which you would be believing have fately resulted in those adversarial
circumstances. Indeed I see that understanding as completely antithetical the an “openness of
God” view for it is in the Classical View of Foreknowledge that one silently, non-challengingly
and stoic accept whatever occurs in their life because ‘that is what God has “perfectly
predestined” for them. In my Foreplanning View, such obstacles are most times, direct
undermining attempts from the Devil and/or natural consequences of life in a fallen and broken
world, and it is then that one can ask God to act to overcome that direct or indirect opposing
move of the Devil. And the ICM analogy promises that God will be able to counter any such,
even  “sudden” obstacles.
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May 16, 2012
W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, again thank for the time and effort that you've put in trying to explain why you
thing the ICM paradigm is reflective of what is going on behind the scene's in spiritual
warfare.

It would be a mistake to think that the Devils opposition should be taken for a positive
witness that you are really doing God's Will. Maybe in a secondary sense. But I would
probably steer clear of that kind of thinking. 

"No trial has overtaken you that is not faced by others. And God is faithful: He will not let
you be tried beyond what you are able to bear, but with the trial will also provide a way out
so that you may be able to endure it."

An important clarification needs to be made in the way you seem to be applying the ICM
that Boyd has been teaching for some years now. I allluded to this in my earliest responses
to you. In Boyds case he has pressed the ICM paradigm to the point of affirming that God
knows every possible bi-valent choice that men can make from now till the restoration of all
things and has planned a specific response for either outcome for all moral beings. All. This
is a major feature of the paradigm. Though you have clearly distanceing yourself in theory
from that kind of implimentation you have or have unintentionally hooked up your train of
thinking to the one that most folks know about from Boyd. 

Believe me, there have been some very stong disagreements here and on another List on
that issue. I first heard it in 2004 at a conference we held in Indiana and Dr. Boyd was the
featured speaker, we also had Dr. Sanders. As soon as I heard it my head popped up and it
was discussecd in the question and answer period. I do know what I'm talking about. 

It seems that you have employed the ICM without realizing the negative inerta that has
accumulated as a result of his passionate promotion of ICM. Indeed, the way it gets
presented it seems to be functionally equivalent to a variant of Molinism. Hence my earliest
comments. 

Personally, my emphasis in the means of encouragement to the Christian in times of trial is
to stay focused on the Character and Wisdom of God. Remember, the Good Shephered
goes before His Sheep and He is always looking to protect them from the bear, wolf, or lion.
Indeed, trial or no, I think the very best area of research is that which reveals the
knowledge of the Son of God and all the relations He sustains to us as High Priest,
Advocate, etc. 

In light of the history that has developed with ICM I hope you don't consider it essential to
what you are working on. IF nothing else this exchange has a least brought to light further
consideration about how the ICM has been used in America for nearly a decade.
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May 16, 2012

Thanks for the advice Scott, but, seriously said, since my view of the ICM is not at all as Boyd’s I
don’t these “warnings” as being relevant. I.e., my view is limited to Prophetic Times and its
Developments with applicable people vs. Boyd’s ‘everything single instance and incident of
everyone’s life. Indeed Satan would careless if life as usual went on. But when a Prophetic Plan
of God begins to develop, he feels threatened because those Divine Plans are crafted to defeat
him and overturn his kingdom.

I don’t see why you keep on trying to spuriously conflate my ICM view with Boyd’s. It seems to
me that by ignoring my actual view of it and instead tangentially/straw-manly addressing Boyd’s
view is the only way that you can bring a seemingly valid claim against “it”. If you want to
challenge my view, then address my view, as I have stated it, and not Boyd’s or anyone else ‘in
long-standing American history’. I don’t gauge the truth/validity of a view by tradition and/or
popularity/popular opinion, but solely by how it harmonizes with the full testimony of the Bible.
So do stay within my prophetic contextualization if you are actually addressing my own view
here. Or else, it would be more profitable and worthwhile to have your arguments with Boyd, et.
al., instead because they are not challenging my view!! In fact, while this discussion has indeed
made me aware of ‘the other way in which the ICM view is held by many/most, it does not apply
as “further consideration” because it is not my view. Those two ICM views are at best parallel to
each other, and not linear (manifestly all indiscriminately claimed to be prophecy as it relates to
the future). Boyd’s view starts with everything in life, my view starts with prophetic content.

Also there is a non-conflatable difference between the “common trial/temptation” that man
naturally face vs. pointed assaults of the devil. In the first case, God passively allows such natural
obstacles for our good, to purify our faith (1 Pet 1:6-7) while in the other case, it is beyond the
natural and thus supernatural and is literally a ‘messenger of Satan sent to pointedly buffet a
person’ (2 Cor 12:7). And I see this experience of Paul indeed being permitted by God, for
ultimately his good, to be like that of Job’s, where Satan also thought that he could deroute Job
and caused him to give up and renounce God, but in the end Job only had a greater understanding
of God and his faith in Him was increased (Job 42:5). So, furthermore, even if the mode/method
of trial may itself be common to man, the difference lie in how directly/pointedly it is being done
by Satan, which he specially/pointedly does for the bright and proximate “blimps on his radar”.
And in such supernatural attacks instances, it takes a supernatural intervention to ward these in
person evil forces away. Spiritual warfare (Eph 6:13) is indeed an in person assault by Satan vs.
natural trials and when it is “warfare” it is because the devil and his forces are directly involved. 

It seems to me that your Good Shepherd view is actually fatalistic. I.e., ‘just trust because it was
always supposed to happen’ I see that statements as: Jer 33:3; Psa 50:15; 91:15; Jer 29:12; Isa
48:6 easily reject such a passive stoic motion. As James 1:2-8 points out, Elijah like prayers can
cause God to take actions which he otherwise would not take (cf. 2 Kgs 13:18-19). And really, I
don’t think when you face a trial, you don’t pray God to do something to overcome it, but just
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stoically wait it through. In fact it is when someone is understanding that they are acting in the
prophetic will of God that, when the Devil succeeds to land a most damaging shot against them,
that they pray to God for further understanding, wisdom, patience, guidance and/or deliverance.
Even Jesus on the Cross cried out to God for some “light” as to why He, as I theologically
understand it, had suddenly and without any prior warning, been completely abandoned, as His
Divine Nature was then sacrificed to fully pay for the atonement which only the actual ‘death of
God’ (=His Divine Nature) could achieve. (John 8:29 vs. Matt 27:46)

May 16, 2012
It is also interesting that you mention, as the book of Hebrews teaches, the ever-present High
Priestly function of Jesus Christ because Jesus can only ‘make intercession’ for us when we pray
asking for forgiveness or favor, and He then has to take tangible action to overturn the potential
and/or due harm which the praying person had brought upon themselves by sinning. So praying
for the forgiveness of sin is at the very least a non passive act of faith. And God may even have to
ward of Satan who been granted had access to the life of that person due to their sinful
fall/course.

May 16, 2012
That is indeed because I am reacting out of offense. You are the one who needs to stop ignoring
my comments and try to pigeon-hole me in an assumed view for me that you feel you can defeat.
So just as soon as you stop this, if, I am seriously wondering, you psychologically (i.e., pride),
spiritually or otherwise, can, then I will not have to “defend” myself. You manifestly are just
(willfully?) obliviously blind to the disrespectful nature of this disdainful indifference of yours. It
is that initiating stance of your “has to go”!!

May 16, 2012
W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, once you get your nose out of joint it's impossible, I think for you to get back on
track. Your free wheelling commentary in each and every post makes me wonder if you
know how to talk to the guy in the pew. 

Right now the world of ideas is revolviing around your thesis, and you are defending it as if
you've got some pear of great price and you dont' want anybody messin with it. 

When you started to talk about or respond to the ICM mention I never dreamed that you
had not heard of or realized that it has taken near center stage in a very public areana. I
assumed you appropriated Boyd's notion, as so many many have, and possibly did not
realize the logical inconsistencey involved. A real drawback to any proposition. As it turns
out you are thinking and postulation in a realtive vacuum. 

You seemed to be aware of Dr. Boyd's other works so it seemsed a foregone conclusion that
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you have been aware of the the other. If you were aware of his ICM view, and agree that it
is faulty, why then would you enlist it for your own purposes without any qualification?
Just seems like a unwise approach. 

You of course may go in any direction you please. You may think to be answering an
intellectual difficuty with your view but as we have just experienced a loss of time if you
simply said up front that your ICM was not Boyds. 

I suggest you take some time and acquaint yourself with the lay of the land down here. If
you want to useful in the Gospel you simpliy must take pains to understand how a people
think.

(Answering your comments in the order they were stated):

-I had gotten out of the Open Theist “joint” to instead focus on my Foreplanning view because, I
did not find the Open Theist view to have a cosmically realistic enough understanding. So having
found a deeper view in the Bible, which many recognized, at least at first, I focused on pursuing
that view rather than waste time following the arguments on what I saw were shaky
understandings. Indeed fully proving the foreplanning view involves much more than Open
Theism has considered. For example, I suspect you don’t have a congruent answer to your view
for passages in the Bible such as Isa 45:1, for given you expressed view on Scripture against any
higher Criticism you probably don’t believe that Isa 40-55 was written by a “Deutero-Isaiah”. As
I see it, based on what you claim for Rev 17:17, you probably think that God forced Cyrus’s
parents to call him Cyrus. As I said, I actually don’t see an example in the Bible where God has
had to overmasteringly force someone to do His will. So I chose to take time to work on such
passages, indeed the 2323+ that Stephen Roy posits against Open Theism, which, as he said, and
certain Open Theists admitted, they do not (yet) have an answer to. So I had to prioritize my time
to resolving what other chose to ignore.

-My point is, has been, do try to “mess” with that pearl, if you actually can,...instead of Boyd’s!!

-I had read, starting in 2002, the book: Divine Foreknowledge: Four Views, which presented G.
Boyd’s; David Hunt’s’; William Lane Craig; and Paul Helm’s different views on this topic. I
recall coming across, what I had otherwise already conceived, the ICM imagery/analogy. I
however did not know of the subsequent opposition to it. But it actually never was my view. I
thought I had made that distinction clear when I said in the first mention of it:

“In regards to Boyd’s Chess Master analogy, I also ascribe to such a view, and that mainly in
regards to the fulfillement of Bible prophecy”

I guess I should said “however” instead of “and that”.  We actually both happen to be using the
same analogy/imagery, but with distinct application. Indeed the difference that I see with his
understanding, and why it has been taken to a fatalistic end, is that he thinks that, as you
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highlighted earlier, God meticulously plans everything. My view instead was that God only plans
prophetic development. Boyd’s view has God trying to figure out the future exhaustively through
this view, mine has God only needing to concern Himself with what will have prophetic
implication. As an example, out of 7 billion people on earth, perhaps only 100,000,000 are on
either God’s or Satan radar as the lives they are leading, whether for good or for evil has direct
prophetic implication. Yet in my view, God is not trying to figure out what they will do, but, as
Rev 19:11 reveals, He is only concerned with drafting a perfect Righteousness plan. Then, if
opponents come and perform unlawful actions, He deals with them as necessary, even
supernaturally. And His righteous plans are capable of undermining any non-unlawful countering
attempts.

-You have not shown any ‘inconsistencies’ in my own view. You have all this time, and
effectively still are, been arguing against Boyd’s view. So start engaging my view and we’ll see
how you fare. I.e. try to show how it would be inconsistent/wrong for God to be specially acting
with obedient/cooperating humans to fulfill His prophecies just as He planned (e.g, Isa 48:3;
46:10-11) them while also acting to put down the opposing countering plans of Satan.

-Well since I have managed to create a vacuum and insulate my view from what it indeed does
not have to involve, then I see that as being great. If Boyd would also remove the all-
inclusiveness of his view, moreover a view which is apparently being advanced to merely know
all of the future, rather than what is prophetically significant, then I think he would be able to
salvage his view, which then would be like mine.

-In regards to your “acquaintance” comment: No one has exhaustive knowledge. If you had taken
the time to read my blog post which I initially posted, you would have seen that my ICM usage is
the exhaustive/meticulous one of Boyd. I was working from an understanding that you had seen
my limited use of it there, i.e., solely in regards to prophecy. So this ‘taking the time’ thing goes
both ways. I think you could have long ended the misunderstanding if you had taken the time to
hear the many times when I variously said, indeed right from the start, that my view was a
distinct one. But you seem to actually want to believe that they could not be different and so
insisted on conflating them without even stating a reason why you think they could not
distinguished from each other. 

-And, in my view, if one focuses on doing the right thing, then there is very little need for
“ramping up acquaintance” time. If you had chosen to accept, as I was saying and insisting that I 
a different view that Boyd’s rather than completely ignoring my comments to the sort and
continuing in your assumption, than that misunderstanding would have long been clarified. So
you need to be more diligent to do the right thing.

So now that you clearly understand (or at least know) that my view is not Boyd’s, what would be
your arguments against it, if any??
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May 16, 2012

W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, you really must get out more often. This statement is very revealing of a certain
'youthful exhubernece with ones' own ideas. 

-->Indeed fully proving the foreplanning view involves much more than Open Theism has
considered. 

You seem to be totally devoid of the Historical Introduction of the notion that the future is
not there to be know even by God. Open Theism per se, is merely a Johnny-come-lately. 

That you think you have found that which 'open theism' does not properly account for, is
also suggestive that you are at a deficite in your knowledge of just 'open theism'.

That you have used the particual versed that you have as 'the gotcha' for open theism tells
me that the name Isacc Dorner is unknown to you. Lived in the 1800's in Germany and
seemed to very close to a good exposition of what is now called 'Open Theism'. Have you
heard of him before now? I think not. 

Jesus rebuked your 'doing the right thing' modus operandi with 'be wise as serpents and
harmless as doves' 

Before I do over turn your supposed critique and assumed superiority of your view - I
wanted you to hear what I just said.

If you think the 'pro' books are responsible for informing the fulfillment of prophecy in any
way, you have been led around by the nose. 

Now, you will undoubtedly make a five page response to all of this. I think I understand
you method. By the profusion of words you actually derive a neuralgic salve to criticism of
your ideas. Still want to play young man?

Wow. You really think that age has something to do with truth. I am getting my truth from the
Bible so I focus on mastering that and not what people have ‘been teaching for a long time’
which usually is dated in the light of more advanced knowledge and, especially, computer
assisted research. And in this age of the internet and electronic Bible software, I don’t actually
have to get out to get the needed information. Particularly as I am focusing my view squarely on
the Bible and not other people philosophies. So you are right on that I have chosen to ignore most
historical works on this topic, because in the end, what will settle it for me is what the Bible
actually teaches and not, as cosmetically spurious as it is, who taught what first. Biblical Truth is
not a competition, at least for me. You want to dwell on peripherals then suit yourself. It hasn’t
proven anything else.
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And it is clear that you did not at all understand what I said that I was proving which Open
Theism has thus far not bothered to. Read Roy’s book and you’ll find out. One thing that turned
me off to Open Theism is that they patently ignored the Biblical evidence which spoke loudly
against their claims and simply just mantraically repeated their view. I saw this with you simply
with how you, respectively, wishfully and ignored the testimony of matt 22:44 and 23:35 against
your view there. Since for me it is the Bible which decided what is true or not then I do choose to
exhaustively engage the Bible. 

You are misquoting Jesus. Doing the right thing is never “harmful” nor “unwise”. Or
“shrewd/practically wise” and “unmixed/innocent/pure” as the text accurately says. As the
Pharisees demonstrated (e.g., Matt 15:1-9; 23:1-36), not doing the right thing is.

The very last thing that I have time for is to waste time “playing games” with anyone. I am just
taking the time to best explain my view, and if you take half that time to seek to understand it
rather than trying to find some tangential quibbling point, I would not have had ot write a tenth of
what I have written thus far. But of course, with you, it need to be my (‘the youthful guy’ -as if
that was even a relevant issue). Seems to me you just chose to upbuild your theological house on
the wrong foundation. 

>RM: ever read 'anything' by Gordon Olson on Omnescience? I mean before this second.

No. And I sure it would take more than a second to do so...

May 16, 2012

W Scott Taylor 
Ronald, you are a parrot. You take things leveled at you by way of honest critique and just
throw it back with the tassel on the other side. You're as close to delusional as I've seen.
Only your vocabulary has a few more quarters in it than say, Charlie Manson. 

We shall see who's living in a fantasy. I have deliberately kept from informing you past
your line of sight because of your attitude. 

I leave you to your own fruit. In the end you will fizzle out altogether and I'm afraid you
will lie down in sorrow. God resists the proud but gives grace to the humble. 

Here's a parting suggestion. Change the name of your view of "Foreplanning View" and
call it "The Infinite foreplanning Chess Master" view... that would be IFCM view. That
will at least indicate that your are not toading off of Boyd for the notoriety.

May 17, 2012

Whatever...
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May 17, 2012

Scott and Ronald. Yes, I've followed your discussion to the end.
I've held an open theistic view at least since I wrote a paper on God's omniscience and
Man's freedom for California State University Dominguez Hills in 1984. In it I concluded:
"God's omniscience including knowledge of all future things would imply a determined
future and thus would be inconsistent with human freedom. But, true prophecies of future
events imply that at least part of the future is determined and that God's omniscience
includes knowledge of at least part of the future. What is my solution? I believe that God's
omniscience includes only those parts that He actually decrees or that are necessitated by,
or can be predicted without chance of error from, the past and the present. I do not believe
that it includes knowledge of those things that are dependent upon the operation of human
free will.
"Thus my final verdict is that GOD IS OMNISCIENT and MAN IS FREE. The basis of
God's omniscience and man's freedom being consistent is God's having voluntarily limited
the realm of possible knowledge when he created free creatures. THANK YOU, LORD,
FOR TRUSTING US WITH THE GIFT OF FREEDOM!"
When I wrote the paper, I couldn't find much that supported that view. Thus you can
imagine how surprised and delighted I was when The Openness of God was published in
1994. As you know much has been published or republished since then that supports what
has become known as open theism. I've read and benefited from much of it--including your
lengthy exchange of messages. Best wishes to both of you.

Thanks for the well wishes Robert. As you may have noticed from my view, I am of the view that
nothing is actually decreed in the future, but that God has just declared what will happen. And if
God can find at least one person with which to work with, as many examples in the Bible attest to
(e.g., Exod 32:10), He and that lone can make it happen, even if He would have to act, and then
justifiably so, Supernaturally. Thanks again and I wish you the best in your studies. As this view
is rooted in the Bible, it is not surprising that, as I did, people can originally discover it on their
own. That’s just the generosity of Biblical Truth!!
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